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ABSTRACT 
Standard concrete beams were upgraded by bonding 
plates of fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) to the tension 
side using a two part epoxy. Previous work has utilized 
steel plates for this purpose, so several steel plates were 
also used. FRP is attractive for this application due to 
its high tensile strength, low weight, and resistance to 
corrosion. Plates of glass, carbon, and Kevlartm fibers 
were tried. An iterative computer program was developed to 
predict the stiffness and maximum strength in bending of 
the plated beam. 
Increases in stiffness from 18-116% and increases in 
strength from 40-97% were achieved for beams with FRP 
plates. Predicted and actual load~deflection curves showed 
fairly good agreement, although the theoretical curves were 
stiffer. Failure did not occur in the maximum moment 
region on many beams, despite attempts at plate end 
anchorage to postpone failure there. The beams that did 
fail in the maximum moment region were within 5% of the 
predicted values. Better agreement with theory could 
probably be achieved through fine tuning of the computer 
program. 
The beams with steel plates performed well also, so it 
is not envisioned that FRP be used to replace steel, but as 
an alternative in situations where harsh environment or 
weight limitations make up for the higher initial cost of 
FRP. 
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I. Ill'rRODUC'l'IOR 
A. STRBBGTRBBIBG ARD STI••BBIRG OP CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
Traditionally, the upgrading of steel beams has been 
relatively easy. Through the use of welding or mechanical 
connections, additional steel can be added-to increase the 
load carrying capacity of the beam. This is not so easily 
accomplished with concrete. Until recently, there has not 
/' 
been a reliable method of upgrading the load capacity of 
reinforced concrete beams, short of demolition and 
replacement. The emergence of\high strength epoxies and 
other structural adhesives has changed this situation. 
With these adhesives, additional material can be bonded to 
the concrete beam, increasing its strength and stiffness. 
One method which can be used involves the bonding of 
thin plates, which are strong in tension, to critical ar~as 
on the concrete beam which are under tensile loads. This 
will increase the capacity of the beam, while only 
minimally altering its dimensions. While much research has 
been done on the bonding of steel plates, other materials 
with good tensile properties also could be effective. One 
such class of material is fiber reinforced plastics (FRP). 
Some exploratory work has been done on the use of FRP to 
strengthen concrete structures (Fardis and Khalili, 1981, 
1982, Diab and Cook, 1984). 
While steel has the advantage of a long yield plateau 
and a high modulus (ultra high modulus carbon fibers can 
exceed the modulus of steel, but are extremely expensive), 
fiber reinforced plastics have other advantages. Depending 
on the fiber mix, fiber orientation, and fiber content, a 
wide range of properties can be achieved. The strength and 
modulus of elasticity can be varied greatly. Fiber 
reinforced plastics also are very light, about 1/4 as dense 
as steel, and thus would add less dead weight. Another 
advantage is that plastics are resistant to corrosion, 
which can make them attractive for certain applications. 
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The earliest work using glues as a structural adhesive 
was performed in the early 1960's. Kreigh (at Arizona) and 
Miklofsky (at Rensselaer in New York) both investigated 
using epoxies as the shear connector for standard beam-slab 
composite construction (Kreigh, 1961, Miklofsky et. al., 
1962). Kreigh worked with steel beam-concrete slab members 
(see Fig. 1), while Miklofsky and Brown worked not only 
with steel-concrete members, but also concrete-concrete 
members (see Fig. 2). 
The advantage of using epoxies in this manner is that 
a uniform bond transfer plane is created, as opposed to 
studs which provide a set of discrete tie down points with 
corresponding stress concentrations. The disadvantage of 
epoxies is that there is no mechanical interlocking and 
prevention of uplift as with studs. These experiments 
continued through the 1960's (Miklofsky et. al., 1963, 
Kreigh et. al., 1963, Kreigh et. al., 1967) and included 
dynamic testing of the specimens (Kreigh and Endebrock, 
1963) . 
One of the main aspects of these studies was the 
extensive work on the formulation and chemistry of the 
epoxy resin. As there were no applicable standards, the 
investigators used the closest applicable ASTM standard, 
and modified as necessary. Generally, the criterion that 
failure occur through the concrete was sufficient. 
In 1967, Cook (at Cincinnati), did a similar study 
with a slightly different approach. Cook used a polyester 
resin to bond sharp aggregate (1/4 in.) to the flange of 
the stem member (see Fig. 3) (Cook, 1967). His reasoning 
was that when a concrete slab was cast on top of this, it 
should provide as much shear capacity as the current ACI 
specification f.or "intentional roughening." He also 
studied the creep properties of the bond line. 
3 
2. STBBL PLATBD MBJIBBRS 
Also appearing in 1967 was another type of adhesively 
bonded member. The strengthening of reinforced concrete 
beams by externally bonded thin steel plates was developed 
in both South Africa and France. 
In South Africa, a structure was built in which some 
of the reinforcing steel was inadvertently omitted. In 
order to bring the structure up to strength and 
serviceability requirements, thin steel plates were 
attached to the bottom of the beams for added flexural 
strength and to the sides of the beam for added shear 
capacity (see Fig. 4) (Fleming and King, 1967). 
The same technique was being studied in France and was 
used to reinforce the rails of an overhead traveling 
crane(L'Hermite and Bresson, 1967). Bresson continued this 
work to include recommended guidelines for the design and 
construction of laminar reinforcements, including their use 
with pretensioned components (Bresson, 1971), and also a 
report on the design, construction, and testing of the 
plating technique as applied to a reinforced concrete 
bridge on the Autoroute du Sud (Bresson, 1972). 
At about the same time, Kajfasz was also experimenting 
with external reinforcements, while Okada and Nishibayaschi 
were testing for optimum curing conditions for epoxy bonds 
of concrete to concrete under flexure loads. Kajfasz used 
differing combinations of bonded bars and plates to 
determine the best geometry of reinforcing i.n terms of 
failure mode (Kajfasz, 1967). Okada and Nishibayaschi 
tested bonded concrete beams with differing strength and 
type of sand under wet and dry pre-curing and wet and dry 
post-curing. They determined that the optimum conditions 
were to have concrete of as high a strength as possible 
(since failure is in the concrete) and to cure the epoxy 
under dry conditions for at least a week (Okada and 
Nishibayaschi, 1967). 
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In 1973 ACI published a paper on the use of epoxy 
compounds with concrete (Gillespie et. al., 1973). It 
includes chemical characteristics of epoxies, guidelines 
for surface preparation and use, and test methods to 
determine surface soundness. It also outlines some of the 
many uses for epoxy resins. 
ln 1974 Hugenschmidt published a paper dealing with 
guidelines for selecting, applying, and testing of epoxy 
adhesives (Hugenschmidt, 1974). He followed this up with 
tests on the suitability of using epoxies for bonding steel 
to concrete. He performed a static failure test, a creep 
test, and a dynamic fatigue test, and in no case was the 
failure due to the adhesive (Hugenschmidt, 1976). 
In 1975 the Transport and Road Research Laboratory 
published the first of several fine papers on the subject 
of plated members. The first dealt with the strengthening 
of concrete by bonded steel plates (Irwin, 1975). The next 
one concentrated on the flexural behavior of beams with 
bonded external reinforcement (MacDonald, 1978). Another 
reported on the effects two years of exposure had on the 
externally reinforced beams (Calder, 1979). A final paper 
dealt with the practical application of the technique to 
reinforced concrete bridges (Raithby, 1980). 
In 1976 Solomon and others ran tests on 
steel-concrete-steel sandwiches which had been epoxied 
together (see Fig~ 5) (Solomon et. al., 1976). They found 
that the slabs behaved satisfactorily in both bending and 
shear, but that the top plate was of little use because of 
the low compressive strains developed. All failures 
consisted of slippage of the lower plate where a thin layer 
of concrete sheared off near the interface. 
Dussek, in 1980, published a paper on the method of 
strengthening beams with externally bonded steel plates 
(Dussek, 1980). He described installation technique, test 
methods, and preferred resin formulation. He also made 
5 
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recommendations as to some practical considerations in 
practice. 
Also, in 1980, McKee and Cook tested adhesive bonded 
concrete-metal deck slabs (see Fig. 6) (McKee and Cook, 
1980). They considered it an ideal situation for adhesive 
bonding due to the large available surface area for the 
, 
adhesive. The tests were very successful in that the six 
inch stroke of the machine was reached with no slippage 
between the concrete and steel. Also included as part of 
this study were additional specimens which were cast and 
loaded with a 150 psf load for three years. They were then 
evaluated and it was determined that creep was not a factor 
as they were as strong as the original members (Roenker and 
Cook, 1983). 
In addition, Van Gernert published a paper i~ 1980 on 
the force transfer in epoxy bonded steel-concrete joints 
(Van Gernert·, 1980). He ran experiments on two situations: 
pure shear tests; and shear-bending tests. These provided 
him with practical information on anchoring lengths of the 
steel plates, from which he developed design rules. In a 
follow up paper, he also included a design method for 
external stirrups (see Fig. 7) (Van Gernert, 1982). 
In 1981 Johnson and Tait did a study of plated beams 
subjected to flexure and tension (Johnson and Tait, 1981). 
They found that the yield strength was reached in the plate 
before delamination if the plate covered 80% or more of the 
length of the beam from the centerline to the support. 
They also studied the cracking and failure patterns. 
Also, in 1981, the plating technique was applied to 
torsionally inadequate beams {Toensmeyer and Cook, 1981). 
While they succeeded in strengthening the beam, and 
determined that the method was feasible, the failure mode 
was still catastrophic. This led to a second attempt using 
thinner plates (Holman and Cook, 1984). This second 
attempt was more successful (see Fig. 8). The beams were 
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strengthened, deflection was reduced, and the failure was 
shifted from torsion to flexure. 
In 1987, additional work on the bonding of steel 
plates for added flexural capacity and stiffness was 
performed at the University of Sheffield(Swamy, Jones, and 
Bloxham, 1987). They found that there was a limit to the 
thickness of plate that could be bonded without running the 
risk of shifting the failure mode from a ductile yielding 
of the plate in flexure to a brittle shear/bond failure. 
Swamy and others continued this research in 1988 to include 
methods of anchoring thicker plates at the ends to avoid 
this undesirable failure mode (Jones, Swamy, and Charif, 
1988). 
3. USE OF FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
The use of fiber reinforced plastic to replace steel 
in conventional reinforced concrete beams has been studied 
since the 1950's, when fiberglass rods were used (Rubinsky 
and Rubinsky, 1959). Many additional studies have been 
made since then using fiberglass in a one for one 
replacement of steel (Somes, 1963, Wines and Hoff, 
Gloeckner, 1967, Nawy et. al., 1971, 1976, 1977). 
1966, 
This 
research has shown that fiberglass is a viable reinforcing 
material for concrete. Alternative analysis approaches 
have also been developed to deal with the differing 
properties of unusual reinforcing materials like these, 
such as the iterative method proposed by Geymayer 
(Geymayer, 1968). 
In 1977 Tutt did some work on the reinforcement of 
military bridge structures where he replaced some of the 
metal on the tension flange with carbon fiber reinforced 
plastic (Tutt, 1977). Carbon fibers were chosen due to 
their low weight and high modulus. He found that the 
modification was indeed effective, but that the resultant 
weight savings was low, and that unless the configuration 
was changed to permit the utilization of more carbon fiber 
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reinforced plastic, it did not justify the increased cost. 
In 1978, Kurt did a study of concrete filled plastic 
columns (see Fig. 9) (Kurt, 1978). These plastics contained 
no fiber reinforcing, yet the results were promising~ 
In 1981 and 1982, Fardis and Khalili did a study on 
concrete encased in fiberglass (see Fig. 10) (Fardis and 
Khalili, 1981, 1982). Their aim was to determine the 
feasibility of using fiberglass-reinforced plastic as a 
stay-in-place form that would also serve as reinforcement 
for concrete beams and columns. They found that this 
combination gave satisfactory strength and ductility if 
designed correctly. Marshall, in a commentary on this 
work, was very supportive of the effort and also mentioned 
an unpublished work of his where concrete beams were 
strengthened using bonded glass reinforced plastic, and 
considerable increases in strength were achieved (Marshall, 
1983) . 
In 1984, Diab and Cook also used the plating technique 
with plates of glass fiber reinforced plastic (Diab and 
Cook, 1984). They used 1/2" thick plates to strengthen 
concrete beams in the constant moment region of a beam 
under four point loading. While they found that the 
technique was successful, they made several recommendations 
on how to improve the technique including using thinner and 
longer plates (extending outside of the constant moment 
region). 
In 1985 Cook also published a fine article on the 
history of adhesive bonded members (Cook, 1985). He not 
only traced the development of adhesively bonded composite 
members, but also made some recommendations as to what else 
needed to be investigated, such as the stress concentration 
at the end of the plate, and the creep and dynamic loading 
properties. 
It has come to the author's attention that at this 
time, parallel studies to this one are ongoing at the 
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University of Arizona, and at MIT, but no publications have 
resulted to date. 
4 • SUMMARY OP PREVIOUS WORK 
With all the results now available on bonding of steel 
plates, it has been shown to be an effective method. Most 
investigators stress three major items. First is surface 
preparation. The surfaces to be bonded must be clean. 
Many used sand-blasting for the steel (when steel plates 
were used) and concrete surfaces, although other methods 
have also been used effectively. Second is epoxy 
formulation. The epoxy should have a bond strength of at 
least that of concrete (failure in the concrete). It 
should also be usable under the prevailing environmental 
conditions. Third is plate thickness. Plates must be long 
and thin in order to avoid an undesirable brittle plate 
separation failure (although additional anchorage at the 
ends of the plate can also be used to avoid this type of 
failure). These three items, along with a sound design, 
can be used effectively and economically to upgrade the 
strength and serviceability of existing reinforced concrete 
structures. 
C. OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH 
The goal of this research was to determine the 
feasibility of reinforcing concrete beams externally using 
bonded plates of fiber reinforced plastic. Fiber 
reinforced plastics are attractive for this use due to 
their high tensile strengths, low weight, and resistance to 
corrosion. The main drawbacks are high cost, and possible 
brittle failure modes. While the ·high cost may be 
justified in certain applications, only through proper 
design can a failure mode which gives ample warning of 
collapse be achieved. 
The primary area of interest was the magnitude of 
increase in strength and stiffness of the beam provided by 
bonded plates, and the effect of differing strength and 
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elastic modulus of the plates. Other interests included 
investigation of the failure mode, and checking of the 
iterative computer analysis program for prediction of 
' 
strength, stiffness, and neutral axis location. 
While the general interest is in the flexural 
behavior, the possibility of using these plates for shear 
reinforcement is also considered. on some beams side 
plates were used for end anchorage, and although not 
specifically designed for shear, they did contribute to the 
shear strength. 
A variety of different plates bonded to the underside 
of the concrete beam was tested. Plates with the three 
most common reinforcing fibers, glass, carbon, and 
Kevlartm, were used. Due to the fact that some of these 
plates are off-the-shelf products, and others are not, the 
plates did not always have the specific properties 
required, but a good cross section of materials and 
properties was investigated . 
• 
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II. DBSIGII 0~ TBST 
A. DBSIGlf 01' COlfCRBTB BBAJI 
The design of the concrete beam was carried out 
according to ACI specifications (ACI 318-83, 1984), and it 
was very close to the lower limit for an under-reinforced 
beam. This allowed the external reinforcement to be added 
without over-reinforcing the beam (which would lead to 
premature brittle failure of the concrete in compression). 
The dimensions of the beam were 6 in. wide by 12 in. deep 
by 9 ft. long (see Fig. 11). The span of the beam was 
limited by the fact that some of the plates to be included 
in the tests were unavailable in long lengths, and it was 
considered undesirable to splice the plates. 
The flexural reinforcement consisted of two #4 bars 
(1/2 inch diameter, 60 ksi minimum yield stress) in 
addition to any bonded reinforcement (see Fig. 11). 
Tensile tests were run on all longitudinal reinforcing bars 
(see Table 1). The flexural strength of the unplated beam 
according to ACI can be found in Table 2. 
Shear reinforcement consisted of 02.5 deformed bars 
every 4 inches (see Fig. 11). The beam was overdesigned in 
shear (>100%) in order that a brittle shear failure would 
not occur due to increased shear load when the plates 
increased the flexural strength of the beam. (see Appendix A 
for design calculations of the beam). 
B. CASTING OF THE BEAMS 
Sixteen beams were cast for the program on April 12, 
1988. Wooden forms were used with a wax form release 
agent. A standard concrete mix was ordered, with a maximum 
aggregate size of 3/4 inch, and a minimum compressive 
strength of 4500 PSI. After eight beams were poured (batch 
1), some water was added to the mix to obtain a higher 
slump (batch 2). Six 6x12 concrete cylinders were cast for 
each batch. The strength of the cylinders in unconfined 
compression can be found in Table J. As can be seen, the 
11 
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actual concrete strength greatly exceeded the specified. 
This problem will be discussed later. There was some 
variation in the cross- sections of the beams since the 
forms were handmade, but overall the dimensions were fairly 
good (see Table 4 for centerline dimensions and concrete 
properties - concrete compressive strength was interpolated 
from cylinder tests before and after all beams were tests). 
C. PLATES USED 
The plates we tested are as follows: 
1. Morrison Molded Fiber Glass standard 3/16" 
pultruded fiberglass sheet 
2. Morrison Molded Fiber Glass standard pultruded 
channel 8" x 2 3/16" x 3/8" (split into angles) 
3. 0° - 90° glass fiber reinforced plastic 
4. 0° - 90° 65% glass/ 35% carbon fiber reinforced 
plastic 
5. 0° - 90° carbon fiber reinforced plastic 
6. 0° - +-60° carbon fiber reinforced plastic 
7. Unidirectional Kevlartm fiber reinforced plastic 
8. Mild steel plate 
9. 3M Scotchply 1002 spring orientation glass fiber 
reinforced plastic 
All the plates were subjected to longitudinal tensile 
tests (according to ASTM standard D3039-76) to determine 
elastic modulus and ultimate strength. Dimensions and 
properties of the plates as bonded, are found in Table 5. 
D. ADHESIVE USED 
Several different adhesives, including epoxies and 
acrylics, were explored for use on this project. It was 
determined that a two part, rubber toughened epoxy would be 
most appropriate. A Lord epoxy, Fusor 320/322, was selected 
since it could be cured at room temperature. Preliminary 
tests showed that it satisfied the requirement of failure 
in the concrete (conformed to ASTM standard C881-78). This 
preliminary finding was borne out in the subsequent tests. 
12 
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E. BOl1DIBG OP 'l'HB PLA'l'BS 
After the plates were cut to size, the bonding 
surfaces of the fiber reinforced plastics were sanded to 
remove the shine, and the steel plates were sandblasted to 
remove mill scale. The concrete beams were turned upside 
down, and the form release and other laitance was removed 
using an abrasive stone with water. The beams were then 
rinsed and allowed to dry. The two parts of the epoxy were 
then weighed out to produce the right proportions of each 
part. The epoxy was hand mixed and hand applied to both 
parts to be bonded using a 3 inch wide metal spatula at an 
approximate thickness of 1/16 to 1/8 inch. After the plate 
was set in place, it was held down with steel weights. 
Bond thickness was not specifically controlled, the plate 
was permitted to settle on its own. Excess epoxy was 
squeezed out along the edges of the plate, assuring 
complete epoxy coverage. The epoxy was allowed to cure for 
a minimum of 24 hours before testing of the beams. 
F. TEST PROGRAM 
The beams were strain gaged in three cross-sections on 
the concrete, five locations on the plate, and one location 
internally on the reinforcing steel using electrical 
resistance strain gages (see Fig. 13). The beams were then 
tested in four point bending over an eight foot simple span 
(8'-2" for beams with 96" plates, due to plate interference 
with supports), with the load points one foot either side 
of center (see Fig. 12). Deflection measurements were taken 
at three to five locations under the beam using dial gages 
(see Fig. 13). Clip gages were positioned at the end of 
the partial length plates to measure any slip that occurred 
during loading. It was found that any movement prior to 
concrete cracking at the end of the plate was negligible. 
Data from the strain gages were read using a B&F data 
acquisition system. The data were simultaneously printed 
out in hard copy and sent to a computer hard disk for 
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subsequent processing. Dial gage data were hand gathered 
and then immediately entered into the computer also. On 
several tests a load vs centerline deflection diagram could 
be viewed on a computer screen as the test progressed. 
The beams were tested until they could no longer take 
an increase in load. Two beams were tested without plates 
as control specimens. The control beams were statically 
loaded to failure in one cycle, while the beams with 
external reinforcement were cycled up and down several 
times to determine what permanent displacements had 
occurred (see Appendix B for the typical load history of 
the beams). The loading was force controlled (each load 
step corresponding to an incremental increase in force) as 
long as some of the tensile reinforcement remained elastic. 
Deflection control (each load step corresponding to an 
incremental increase in deflection) was used when the beam 
entered the plastic range (this occurred only in the 
control beams and those with steel plates). 
Acoustic emission sensors were placed on several beams 
and used to monitor the tests. These results can be found 
in a report in preparation (Henkel, 1988). 
G. MODIFICATIONS AS TESTS PROGRESSED 
The initial tests showed that an increase in strength 
was indeed possible, but the beams failed in a brittle 
manner at the end of the partial length plates (see Fig. 
14A). The tensile strength of the concrete at the end of 
the plate was being tested, instead of the strength of the 
beam and plate in flexure. In order to try to shift the 
mode of failure, on some of the beams the plate was 
lengthened, on others the ends were anchored using an 
unequal leg fiberglass angle similar to the method used by 
Jones, Swamy, and Charif in their steel plate tests (Jones, 
et. al., 1988), and on others the ends were anchored with 
bonded plates on the sides of the beam which were connected 
to the bottom plate using bonded angles (see Fig. 15). 
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III. '!BBOltlTICAL ABLY.IS 
A. OVBRVIl1f 01' IIB'1'B0D 
The ACI method for determining ultimate strength is 
based on the ability of the reinforcement.to deform 
plastically. Obviously, this is incompatible with fiber 
reinforced plastics, since they have no yield plateau. An 
alternative analysis technique must be used to deal with 
this condition. 
The technique chosen predict the strength and 
stiffness of these beams was an iterative analysis 
technique developed by Geymayer in his report on Static 
Tests of Reinforced Concrete Beams (Geymayer, 1968) to deal 
with unconventional reinforcement. This technique is very 
well suited to computer analysis, but would become 
extremely tedious if attempted by hand. 
B. ASSUMPTIONS 
Several assumptions commonly made in reinforced 
concrete beam theory were also made including: 
1. Plane sections remain plane. 
2. No slip between any reinforcement and concrete. 
3. Tensile strength of concrete is zero. 
4. Stress-strain relationships of materials as 
determined by standard uni-axial tests are 
representative of their behavior as part of beam. 
Adhering to these assumptions, a computer program was 
developed to analyze each beam (see Appendix c for code 
listing). 
C. DATA REQUIRED 
First of all, all dimensions of the beam (height, 
width, depth to steel, plate dimensions) must be known. 
The span and the external loads applied are required to 
determine the stresses and internal forces in the beam. 
The entire stress-strain relationships of the steel, the 
external plate, and the concrete (which was estimated with 
three straight lines), must also be known. 
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D. I'l'Bll'l'IVB COMPU'l'BR IIB'l'BOD 
Once all data is input into the computer program, it 
solves for the strength and deflection in the following 
way. First, it assigns a top fiber concrete strain and a 
neutral axis depth. The depth to the neutral axis is 
divided into ten slices. Using the average strain for each 
slice (found by similar triangles), the compressive stress 
can be found using the estimated concrete stress-strain 
curve. Multiplying by the area of the slice gives the 
compressive force. A similar method is used to determine 
the two tensile forces of the reinforcing steel and 
external plate. The sum of the ten compressive forces is 
then compared to the sum of the tensile forces. The 
program adjusts the neutral axis until the compressive 
force equals the tensile force (equilibrium) (see Fig. 16). 
When this is achieved, the moment is determined by 
summing the forces times their moment arms about a single 
point. The curvature is determined from the top fiber 
strain and the neutral axis depth. Using a rather coarse 
finite difference model (see Fig. 17), the slope and 
deflection of the beam are found using the moment-area 
methods. The maximum strength is determined when either the 
moment drops off for an increase in the top fiber strain, 
or the reinforcement fractures. This differs from the ACI 
code in that the concrete compressive strain is permitted 
to exceed .003, or not to even reach that point. The 
strength is not controlled by that parameter. 
E. INFORMATION PROVIDED BY COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Early versions of the program were used as a guide in 
designing the experiment, including selecting the 
dimensions of the beam, selecting the concrete strength and 
steel reinforcement, and sizing and selecting several of 
the plates that were used. Thicknesses of the plates were 
selected to try to keep the improved strength below a 100% 
increase over the design strength. This was not altogether 
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successful, due to both the concrete and certain plates 
being too strong, but shear failure of the original beam 
did not occur, so it was not a major problem. 
All of the beams in the test program were analyzed 
using this program, and the results can be found in 
Appendix D. The program was ~ainly developed to predict 
ultimate strength and neutral axis location in bending. A 
secondary result of the program was a prediction of the 
load - deflection characteristics (stiffness) of the beam. 
Since most of the beams did not fail in the constant moment 
region, the accuracy of the ultimate strength portion of 
the program could not be fully verified. 
This program was developed for this testing and was 
never intended to be used by others. It has some features 
which are tailored to the testing scheme. Documentation is 
not provided, and the program is not certified error free. 
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IV. RBSULTS A!fD DISCUSSIOB 
A. RBSUL'l'S l'OR BACH BBAK 
1. CONTROL BBAKS (HO PLA'l'BS) 
Two control beams (1 & 11) were tested, one from each 
concrete batch. The only reinforcement consisted of the 
internal steel. The properties of the two beams are listed 
in Table 4. 
The cracking patterns developed as follows: First 
cracking occurred at about 4-5 kips. Initially, cracks 
were singular and vertical, as would be expected for 
flexural cracks. As load was increased, the number and 
length of the cracks increased, but the cracks were still 
well spaced, with only about 11 cracks at 12 kips (just 
prior to yield). After the internal steel had yielded, the 
cracks tended to branch both at the top and bottom, and the 
outer cracks bent in toward the load points. These 
patterns are not surprising, since as the load was 
increased, the shear on the outer portions increased, and 
these diagonal patterns are characteristic of shear cracks. 
The cracks continued to extend, open and branch until 
failure. Maximum crack length just prior to failure was 
about 11 inches, and maximum crack width was about 0.2 
inches (very wide). 
Failure occurred at 16.4 and 16.3 kips for the control 
beams. The mode of failure was crushing of the concrete in 
the constant moment region of the beam. These were 
textbook examples of under-reinforced concrete failures. 
For comparison of experimental results and predicted 
results, see Table 2. 
These two beams were very ductile, as each exceeded 
2.5 inches in centerline deflection at failure. This can 
be seen on the load-deflection diagrams (Figs. 18A & K). 
Also seen on the load-deflection diagram is the comparison 
with the predicted curve. Initially, the curves agree 
fairly well, but in later stages the actual curve is much 
18 
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higher. This may be due to strain hardening in the 
reinforcing steel, which is not taken into account in the 
model. 
Actual neutral axis depth versus theory is plotted in 
Figures 19A & K. The initial portion of all these curves 
would not agree because the model assumes zero tensile 
strength of the concrete, which is not actually the case. 
The later portions of the curves show a better agreement, 
however, as they do in these two cases. 
2. STEEL PLATED BEAMS 
Two beams (15 & 2) were tested with bonded steel 
plates. One plate was 80 inches long (partial length -
beam 15), and the other was 96 inches long (full length -
beam 2). Both plates were about a tenth of an inch thick 
(see Table 5 for exact properties of plates). These plates 
were the highest modulus material tested, and the only ones 
with a yield plateau. Although the yield plateau was not 
horizontal, the plates were assumed elastic-perfectly 
plastic, with the yield point at the 0.2% offset of strain. 
The shorter plate was tested first. Initial cracking 
did not occur until 7 kips, a significant increase. The 
number of cracks at 12 kips was only 9, but this load was 
well below yield. At about 15 kips the external plate 
yielded, while the internal steel was still elastic. This 
can be seen as a change in slope on the load-deflection 
curve (see Fig. 180). These two beams were the only ones 
where the external plate stopped taking additional load 
(yielded) before the internal reinforcing bars had yielded. 
Also occurring at 15 kips was cracking at both ends of the 
plate, in addition to the 10 other cracks present. The 
cracks at this time were all still mainly vertical. 
As the load was increased, the cracks at the ends of 
the plate extended greatly, and bent in toward the load 
points. Additional branching and extending of the cracks 
at the ends of the plates occurred until failure at 21 
~ 
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kips. Failure cracking was initiated in the concrete at 
the end of the plate and extended up diagonally until 
reaching the level of the rebar, at which point it ran 
horizontally along the bars (see Fig. 14A). 
Even though the beam failed at the end, the constant 
moment region was still in good shape. At centerline, 
. 
crack length was only about 8 inches, and crack width was 
only about .005 inches. Since it was apparent that the 
beam still had additional capacity at the center, the next 
beam was tested with a longer plate in order to try to 
postpone failure at the end of the plate until the beam 
failed in bending at the center. 
The second steel plated beam behaved much like the 
first initially. First cracking occurred at 7 kips, and at 
12 kips only 7 cracks were evident. At about 15 kips, the 
external plate yielded, as can be seen by the change in 
slope of the load-deflection curve (see Fig. l8B). At 21 
kips, (previous beam's failure load), the beam was still in 
good shape. 14 cracks were present, and they were still 
mainly vertical. As the load was further increased, the 
cracks in the outer portion began to bend in slightly. The 
internal steel began to yield at about 22 kips (see Fig. 
l8B). At 23 kips a long crack appeared at one end of the 
plate, but this did not precipitate failure. 
Although the steel had yielded, the beam was still 
able to take additional load due to strain hardening in the 
steel. As the loading continued, the cracks extended and 
branched, until failure occurred by concrete crushing in 
the constant moment region at 27.65 kips (see Fig. l4B). 
These beams demonstrated a substantial increase in 
both strength and stiffness (see Tables 6 & 7), and beam 2 
with the full length plate demonstrated very good ductility 
also, with a centerline deflection of 1.73 inches at 
failure. As shown in Figures l8B & o, the theoretical 
load-deflection curves are stiffer initially than the 
20 
actual curves, and the theoretical yield plateau for beam 2 
is not as stiff as the actual curve. The initial portions 
of the theoretical curve may b~ stiffer because of the 
estimations and assumptions used in the model. The model 
also does not take into account strain hardening of the 
steel, which could account for the difference in the yield 
plateau portion. Both plates developed the full strength 
of the external plate, as can be seen in the plots of 
moment versus plate stresses (Figures 20A & M), but only 
-beam 2, with the full length plate, also developed the full 
strength of the internal steel. The predicted and measured 
moment versus neutral axis depth can be seen in Figures l9B 
& o, and although the curves do not agree very well 
(probably due to discrepencies in material properties), the 
shapes in the later portions are similar. 
3. LOW MODULUS GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC PLATES 
Four beams (4, 5, 7, & 10) were tested with low 
modulus (less than 2x10 3 KSI) glass fiber reinforced 
plates. Two were 80 11 long 0.1875" thick with no end 
anchorage, one was 96" long 0.165" thick with no end 
anchorage, and one was 78" long 0.1875" thick with end 
anchorage (see Tables 4 and 5). 
First cracking was pushed to a slightly higher load 
(about 5 kips) than the control beams, but not by a 
significant amount. As with the control beams, initially 
cracks were singular and vertical. Confining action of the 
plates caused smaller spacing between the cracks and 
increased the number of cracks. There were between 12 and 
18 cracks at 12 kips. As the load increased, the cracks 
nearest the supports tended to bend in, approaching 
horizontal on the beam with end anchorage and the beam with 
an extended length plate. Internal steel yielded at about 
16 kips, at which point the load-deflection curve reduced 
in slope (see Figs. l8D, E, G, & J), but the plate 
continued to take load. As loading continued,· the number 
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of cracks increased to between 23-29, at which time it 
became difficult to differentiate between them as they 
branched more and more. The maximum height of cracking was 
about 9-10 inches and the maximum crack width was only 
about .03-.04 inches in the constant moment region. 
Failure occurred at 24.9 and 26.8 kips for the beams 
with partial length plates with no end anchorage, and 27.5 
kips for the beam with a full length plate (see Table 9). 
In these beams the failure cracking initiated in the 
concrete at the end of the plate, similar to the short 
steel plate failure described earlier, and propagated along 
the beam at internal rebar level (see Fig. 14A). The 
partial length plate with end anchorage failed through 
external plate fracture at 28 kips (see Fig. 14C). 
These beams were not quite as ductile as the control 
beams, but each did deflect over an inch before failure, as 
can be seen on the load delection diagrams (Figs. 180, E, 
G, & J). Also shown on the load-deflection diagram is the 
comparison with the theoretical curve and the control beam. 
It can be seen that a significant strength increase and a 
small stiffness increase has been achieved above the 
control beam (see Tables 6 & 7 for values). The 
theoretical curve predicts the load-deflection behavior 
fairly well, despite the overestimation of stiffness. 
The plate stresses did not reach ultimate in any of 
the beams except the one with end anchorage (see Fig. 200). 
The other beams did come fairly close to plate fracture, 
however, which can be seen on the plots of moment versus 
plate stresses (see Figs. 20C, F, & I). The beam which 
failed through the plate was within 5% of the predicted 
theoretical strength (see Table 9). 
The plots of neutral axis versus load are shown in 
Figures l9D, E, G, & J. As before, initial portions of the 
curves do not agree, but the curves are similar in the 
later portions, especially the shape. 
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4. PL&'l'IS WI'l'B MODULUS ABOU'l' IQUAL 'l'O COIICRB'l'B 
Three beams (13, 16, & 8) were tested with bonded 
plates of modulus 4000, 4400, and 4400 KS! moduli 
respectively, which is approximately the initial modulus of 
concrete. The first plate was a 0-90 degree glass-carbon 
fiber hybrid, and was 80 inches long and about 5/32 inch 
thick. The others were mainly o degree glass (with some 90 
degree fibers), and were only 70 inches long and 1/8 inch 
thick, but had end anchorage (see Table 5 for exact 
properties). The end anchorage of the first consisted of 
two partial height unequal leg angles and on the second 
consisted of two full height 4 inch wide plates connected 
to the plate by angles (see Figures l5B & C for details). 
The cracking patterns on all of these beams started 
out similarly to previous beams. Initial cracks appeared 
at 6 kips. At 12 kips the beams had 16, 19, and 21 mainly 
vertical cracks, respectively, which is many more than the 
control beams. As the load increased, the cracks on the 
outer portions of the beams tended to bend in toward the 
load points due to inqreased shear, as mentioned 
previously. At loads close to ultimate, on the beam with 
the hybrid plate and on the beam with partial height end 
anchorage, the outside cracks approached within 1 inch of 
the top of the beam and were horizontal. On the other beam 
the full height plates blocked this from occurring. 
In the hybrid beam the internal steel yielded at about 
18 kips as seen by the bend in the load-deflection curve 
(see Fig. 18M). As before, the theoretical curve is 
stiffer than the actual curve. The cracks continued to 
grow and there was some slight branching near the ends of 
the plate as the load approached ultimate. The maximum 
number of cracks was about 26, with the length about 8 
inches, and the width about .005 inch. The failure pattern 
was similar to the previous partial length plates, with 
splitting of the concrete propagating from the end of the 
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plate up to·the rebar and then along the level of the bars 
(see Fig. 14A). Plate stresses are shown in Figure 20K, 
and it can be seen that ultimate strength of the plate was 
not reached. This beam was also loaded after the plate 
had failed and pulled off (and thus was not adding any 
strength), ;and the remaining concrete and steel still 
developed the strength of the unplated beams before 
crushing the_¢oncrete in the constant moment region (as in 
Fig. l4B). 
In the other two beams internal steel yielded at about 
20 kips as seen by the bend in their load-deflection 
diagrams (see Figs. 18H & P). The theoretical curve is 
stiffer than the actual curve as before. There was more 
branching of the cracks in these two beams before failure. 
Both reached a maximum of about 28 cracks, with a length of 
about 8 inches in the constant moment region, and a width 
of about .01 inch at centerline. On the beam with partial 
height end anchorage, failure occurred when the angles at 
one end pulled away from the beam, and cracking propagated 
along the rebar level as before (see Fig. 14A). On the 
second beam, failure occurred when one of the angles 
connecting the side and bottom plates failed through the 
bond between it and the bottom plate, and again the same 
failure pattern (as in Fig. 14A) was present. Plate 
stresses did not reach maximum as can be seen from Figures 
20G & N. Moment versus neutral axis depth is shown on 
Figures 19H & P. 
5. 96 11 LONG CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC PLATES 
• Two different plates of carbon fiber reinforced 
plastic were used. The first plate had equal numbers of o 
and +-60 degree plys (beam 9). The second plate was two 
thirds O and one third 90 degree plys (beam 6). Although 
the plates were thin, they were high strength and 
relatively high modulus (see Tables 4 & 5 for beam and 
plate properties). 
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The first beam's(~) cracking pattern began similarly 
to the previously described beams. Initial cracking 
occurred at 6 kips. At 12 kips, there were about 23 cracks 
present, which is much more than the unplated beams. As 
the load continued to increase, the cracks nearest the 
supports tended to bend in toward the load points, as 
C 
before. As the internal steel yielded, the cracks tended 
to branch near the bottom of the plate. When the load 
approached ultimate, cracking began to appear between the 
plate and the beam. Maximum crack length in the constant 
moment region was only about 10 inches, and maximum crack 
width about .04 inches. 
Failure occurred by plate fracture on beam 9 in the 
constant moment region. Maximum plate stress was reached 
as can be seen in Figure 20H at 26.85 kips. This load 
differed from the predicted load by only 5.8% as is shown 
in Table 9. The stiffness increases at working and 
ultimate load are shown in Tables 6 and 8. The load-
deflection diagram is shown in Figure 18I. Although not as 
ductile as the control beam, once again the centerline 
deflection was greater than 1 inch. The predicted versus 
the measured neutral axis depth can be seen in Figure 19I. 
The second beam's (6) cracking was similar to the 
first. Initial cracking occurred at 6 kips, although there 
were not as many cracks as the previous beam. At 12 kips 
there were 15 cracks. The same pattern of bending in of 
the exterior cracks was present as the load increased. 
Some branching of the cracks did occur, but not as much as 
the previous beam. Maximum crack length in the constant 
moment region was only about 8 inches, but diagonal cracks 
in the exterior sections reached up to about 10 inches. 
Maximum crack width reached about .02 inches. 
Failure in the second beam (6) occurred through the 
concrete at the end of the plate as described before (see 
Fig. 14A). This beam, however, did achieve t~ highest 
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load, 31.5 kips (see Table 9). The stiffness increase was 
fairly substantial also (see Tables 6 and 8). This beam 
was fairly brittle, but still approached 1 inch in 
centerline deflection [see Fig. 18F). Plate stresses 
remained well below ultimate as can be seen in Figure 20E. 
Neutral axis depth prediction was fairly good (Fig. 19F). 
6 • KEVLAR tm PLATED BEAM 
One beam (12) had a Kevlartm fiber reinforced plate 
with end anchorage (4 inch side plates, see Fig. 15C) 
bonded to it. This plate was all O degree Kevlartm fiber, 
and consequently had a fairly high modulus. The plate was 
72 inches long and about 1/4 inch thick (see Table 5 for 
plate properties). This plate was much thicker than 
planned, and therefore was much stronger than anticipated. 
Once again the cracking pattern early on was much the 
same. Initial cracking began at 7 kips. Due to the 
extreme area and modulus, cracks formed outside the end 
anchorage fairly early, at 11 kips, and the portion of beam 
just outside the plate seemed to be much more highly 
stressed than in previous tests. At 12 kips there were 13 
cracks, which is not much different from the unplated beam, 
except that these cracks were much shorter, about 6 inches 
compared to about 9 inches. As the load increased, the 
cracks on the outer portions inside and outside the end 
anchorage began to branch and bend in toward the load 
points. 
Failure occurred in the end anchorage in the bond 
between the lower plate and connecting angle. This plate 
did not begin to utilize its full strength, as can be seen 
on Figure 20J, the plate stress did not even approach 
ultimate. It can also be seen on Figure 18L that although 
the strength and stiffness of the beam were increased, the 
internal steel did not yield (no bend in curve), and the 
failure was not very ductile. The graph of neutral axis 
versus moment can be seen in Figure 19L. 
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7 • DOUBLB PLATBD BBAII 
One of the beams (14) was plated with two partial 
length coverplates. Both the plates were identical in 
properties, consisting of low modulus glass fiber 
reinforced plastic (see Table 5), 3/16 inch thick. The 
inner plate was 78 inches long, and the outer plate was 54 
inches long. End anchorage consisting of 6 inch wide full 
height plates connected by angles was provided at each end 
of the inner plate (see Fig. 15C). 
This beam behaved much like the other beams with low 
modulus plates, only slightly stiffer, as would be 
expected. Initial cracking was similar, with first 
cracking occurring at 6 kips, and 15 cracks were evident at 
12 kips. Cracks appeared outside the end anchorage at 15 
kips. The load-deflection curve began to bend over due to 
internal steel yield at about 21 kips (see Fig. 18N). At 
this point the cracks began to branch more near the plate 
ends, 9nd also to bend in toward the load points. As the ,, 
load approached ultimate, the exterior cracks approached 
horizontal. 
Failure occurred by plate fracture of the inner plate 
at the end of the outer plate. The plate stresses can be 
seen in Figure 20N. It can be seen at the centerline the 
stresses are well below fracture. The load-deflection 
diagram (Fig. 18N) shows that once again the predicted 
stiffness is greater, and that while the ductility is not 
as good as the steel, over 1 inch deflection was recorded 
at the centerline at failure. The neutral axis versus 
moment curves can be seen in Figure 19N. 
8. BEAM WITH 80 INCH TWIN ANGLES 
One beam (3) was tried with low modulus glass fiber 
angles bonded to the lower corners (see Fig. l4D). Two 3" 
x 1 5/8" x 1/4" angles 80 inches long were used (see Table 
5 for properties). This was quite a large cross-sectional 
area compared to previous glass fiber plated beams. No end 
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anchorage was provided, and it was hoped that the extension 
of the angle up the side of the beam above the rebar level 
would delay the initiation of the concrete tension failure 
typically occur~ing at plate ends (as shown in Fig. 14A). 
Initial cracking patterns were again similar. First 
observable cracks appeared at 8 kips. At 12 kips, only 11 
cracks were evident. The cracks were still vertical and 
were only about 8 inches long maximum. At 16 kips cracking 
at the end of the external reinforcing initiated. At about 
21 kips the load-deflection diagram bent over indicating 
yield in the steel (see Fig. 18C). As the load approached 
ultimate, the exterior cracks bent in toward the load 
points as before, but another crack was also propagated 
along the top edge of the bonded angle. 
Failure occurred by splitting of the concrete in two 
locations longitudinally, as shown in Figure l4D. The 
failure was not ductile, with only about 1/2 inch 
deflection at centerline at failure (see Fig. 18C). The 
plate stresses did not get very high as shown in Figure 
20B. The neutral axis depth versus moment can be viewed in 
Figure 19C. 
B. GENERAL PATTERNS PRESENT ON ALL BEAMS 
Although a variety of plates was used, with a wide 
cross-section of properties, there were some trends present 
on all tests. 
1. CRACKING PATTERNS 
The cracking patterns developed similarly for all 
beams. First cracking usually occurred at a slightly 
higher load than in the unplated beams. Initially, the 
• 
cracks were vertical, as would be expected for flexural 
cracks, but later they would bend over in the shear 
regions. Generally, there were more cracks more closely 
spaced and not opened up as wide on the plated beams, as 
opposed to the unplated beams. Also, the distribution of 
cracks seemed to be more uniform on the plated beams. 
i.~,. 
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2. S'l'RBSS ARD S'l'llilf DIS'l'RIBUTIOBS 
The strain in the compression portion of the concrete 
never reached the crushing stage for any beam with a fiber 
reinforced plate bonded to it. Part of the reason for this 
is that the concrete we received was much higher strength 
than we desired, and thus the concrete was able to 
withstand a much higher compression force. This higher 
strength probably helped postpone failure at the plate 
ends, however, due to its higher tensile strength. 
Stresses in the plates did reach ultimate on several 
of the beams, but not many. The plated beams tended to 
fail through the concrete, with the cracking initiating 
from the end of the plate before failure could occur in the 
constant moment region (see Fig. 14A). On many beams the 
concrete tensile strength was being tested as opposed to 
the bonded plate. Attempts to reinforce the plate ends 
were only partially successful. 
3. STRENGTH/STIFFNESS INCREASE 
All plated beams showed at least a modest increase in 
stiffness, and some showed a quite impressive increase. 
The increases ranged from 18 to 99% in the working load 
range (see table 6) and from 17 to 121% at steel yield (see 
Table 8). The values were calculated by taking a line from 
the origin through a point on the load-deflection curve 
(span/480 for the working range and the point where the 
load-deflection curve began to bend over for steel yield). 
Strength increases were very impressive, ranging from 
18 to 99% at working loads (see Table 7), and from 28 to 
97% at ultimate, despite not dev~loping full flexural 
capacity on many beams (see Table 9). Percentage increases 
were based on the actual values for the control beams. 
4. DUCTILITY OF PLATED BEAMS 
Although many of the plates used were brittle, and did 
not demonstrate the yield plateau associated with steel, 
deflections of many of the beams exceeded an inch at 
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failure. Heavily reinforced standard concrete beams 
probably would not be any more ductile than some of these 
beams were. Despite their brittleness, through proper 
design, fiber reinforced plastics should be able to develop 
enough ductility to be utilized as effective concrete 
reinforcement. 
5. PERFORMANCE OF EPOXY 
The epoxy we used, Lord Fusor 320/322, caused us no 
problems at all during testing. The fairly wide range of 
mix ratios for which properties remained consistent was 
helpful, as slight errors could be tolerated. Despite some 
rather poor initial bonding efforts, failure never occurred 
through the epoxy, although sometimes the failure was in 
the first layer of material next to the epoxy plane. It 
should be noted here, however, that although this adhesive 
performed well in these tests, it has not been tested for 
environmental stability, creep, or fatigue, and these are 
all potential problems in actual applications. 
6. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODEL 
The mathematical model was not really verified 
completely due to the lack of failures through the constant 
moment region, but those that did fail in that portion, 
other than those with steel plates (where strain hardening 
was a factor) were within about 5% of predicted strength. 
Load-deflection curve prediction was rather crude, and 
although the curves did agree fairly well, stiffness was 
almost always overestimated, and a more accurate model 
would need to use a better estimation of the concrete 
stress strain diagram as well as a much finer mesh for the 
finite difference model. It should be noted that in almost 
all cases, the shapes of the theoretical curves were very 
close to the experimental curves and, through a fine tuning 
of the model (better estimations of stress-strain 
relationships and finer finite difference model), better 
agreement could probably be achieved. 
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V. COBCLUSI01'8 
The results of these experiments are very encouraging. 
It has been demonstrated that bonded plates of fiber 
reinforced plastic are indeed a feasible method of 
upgrading the strength and stiffness of a reinforced 
concrete beam. Although the costs of such a system may not 
. \ . be attractive for standard cases, it may prove to be 
economically just~fiable as an earthquake upgrade or for a 
structure subjected to harsh environmental conditions. 
Another case could be where additional weight comes at a 
premium, and the lightweight properties justify the cost. 
Although it was demonstrated that the strength of 
concrete beams can be increased through the bonding of 
external plates, the mathematical model was only partially 
verified. Not enough beams failed in the constant moment 
region to give statistically meaningful results, although 
those that did were within about 5% of the predicted load. 
Additional tests should be run, preferably with a longer 
span, in which the shear to moment ratio is lower, and the 
failure will occur in the constant moment region. 
The beams with externally bonded plates also exhibited 
another desirable phenomenon in that the cracking patterns 
shifted from several widely spaced and large width cracks, 
to many more closely spaced and narrower width cracks. 
This could be advantageous in the serviceability of the 
structure, as it is always better to have smaller, less 
noticable cracks. 
The stress concentration and end anchorage problem 
could use some additional study, in order that the 
prevalent concrete at end of plate failure mode could be 
avoided. Additional work also needs to be done to develop 
design rules to deal with the brittle nature of these 
materials. Finally, if this method is to ever be applied 
to an actual structure, more work must go into selecting 
the adhesive in regards to creep, fatigue, and 
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environmental stability. 
Fiber reinforced plastics are very versatile. They 
can be made into any shape, and the properties can be 
varied widely with differing fibers and orientations. 
Their high strength and light weight make them attractive 
structural components. Work should continue in this field 
with the goal of making fiber reinforced plastics 
stucturally and economically appealing for. construction. 
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Table 1- Properties of internal reinforcing steel(#4 bars). 
YIELD YIELD ULTIMATE ULTIMATE RUP'I'URE RUP'I'URE NOM. 
BEAM LOAD STRESS LOAD STRESS LOAD STRESS ~~) . # (K) (KSI_) (K) (KSI) (K) (KS!) 
1 12.00 60.0 18.56 92.8 14.5 72.5 0.2 
2 12.08 60.4 18.64 93.2 15.2 76.0 0.2 
3 11.92 59.6 18.26 91.3 15.8 79.0 0.2 
4 12.00 60.0 18.56 92.8 16.4 82.0 0.2 
5 12.02 60.1 18.32 91.6 15.6 78.0 0.2 
6 12.12 60.6 19.10 95.5 16.5 82.5 0.2 
7 12.16 60.8 19.00 95.0 16.5 82.5 0.2 
8 12.50 62.5 19.82 99.1 17.4 87.0 0.2 
9 12.16 60.8 18.80 94.0 15.0 75.0 0.2 
10 12.16 60.8 18.92 94.6 16.5 82.5 0.2 
11 11.80 59.0 18.24 91.2 15.9 79.5 0.2 
12 12.18 60.9 18.94 94.7 16.6 83.0 0.2 
13 12.38 61.9 18.20 91.0 10.8 54.0 0.2 
14 12.16 60.8 18.92 94.6 16.2 81.0 0.2 
15 12.00 60.0 18.60 93.0 15.8 79.0 0.2 
16 11.98 59.9 18.74 93.7 15.8 79.0 0.2 
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Table 2 - Control be~ms - No bonded plates, 
analytical and-experimental results. 
METHOD USED BEAM YIELD ULTIMATE 
TO DETERMINE # LOAD (K) LOAD (K) 
. 
ACI CODE 1 12.04 12.70 
' 11 12.04 12.66 
ITERATIVE 1 12.02 12.76 
ANALYSIS 11 11.80 12.54 
EXPERIMENTAL 1 12.50 16.40 
RESULTS 11 12.00 16.30 
Table 3 - Concrete unconfined cylinder (6 X 12) 
compression tests. 
DATE CONCRETE ULTIMATE MODULUS OF 
TESTED BATCH STRENGTH (PSI) ELASTICITY (KSI) 
4-25-88 1 5200 N/A 
4-25-88 2 4800 N/A 
5-27-88 1 6230 3700 
5-27-88 2 5770 3300 
10-17-88 1 7390 N/A 
10-17-88 2 6850 N/A 
N/A - Not Available 
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Table 4 - Concrete beam properties. 
BEAM DATE CL BEAM DIMENSIONS DEPI'H TO CONCR. SPAN 
# TESTED WIDTH(IN) DEPTH(IN) REBAR(IN) STR(PSI) (IN) 
,. 
1 5-23-88 , 6.20 12.10 9.9125 6190 96 
2 8-23-88 6.20 12.15 9.975 6950 98 
3 10-13-88 5.95 10.80* 9.875 7360 98 
4 7-25-88 5.70 12.15 9.9125 6790 98 
5 9-9-88 5.95 12.15 9.9125 7080 96 
6 10-9-88 6.30 12.10 9.925 7330 98 
7 6-21-88 5.70 12.10 9.8625 5960 96 
8 10-7-88 5.75 12.00 9.825 6770 96 
9 9-30-88 6.15 12.00 9.825 6720 98 
10 6-23-88 6.25 12.05 9.875 5980 96 
11 5-25-88 6.20 12.05 9.925 5760 96 
12 9-28-88 5.90 12.05 9.875 6700 96 
13 7-29-88 6.00 12.10 9.925 6250 96 
14 11-2-88 5.85 12.05 9.875 7090 96 
15 7-26-88 5.80 12.10 9.925 6800 96 
16 8-24-88 5.75 12.10 9.925 6950 96 
* - Depth to external reinforcement centroid. 
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Table 5 - External·~ reinforcing plate properties . 
TYPE FIBER MODULUS ULTIMATE PLATE DIMENSIONS BEAM OF ORIENT. OF ELAST. STRENGTH WIDTH DEPTH LENGTH # PLATE (DEG) (KSI) (KSI) (IN) (IN) (IN) 
1 CONTROL~BEAM - NO PLATE 
' 
2 STEEL N/A 29000 30.0 5.90 .100 96 
3 G 0-R 3000 35.0 *6.00 .3646 80 
4 G 0-90 1500 26.7 6.00 .165 96 
5 G 0-R 1700 23.33 6.05 .1875 78 
6 C 0-90 17100 216.0 6.00 .05 96 
7 G 0-R 1700 23.33 6.00 .1875 80 
8 G 0-90 4400 85.6 6.00 .126 70 
9 C 0-60 7900 89.0 6.00 .05 96 
10 G 0-R 1700 23.33 5.95 .1875 80 
11 CONTROL BEAM - NO PLATE 
12 K 0 10500 170.0 6.05 .25 72 
13 C-G 0-90 4000 46.25 5.90 .16 80 
14 G 0-R 1700 23.33 6.05 .375** 78,54 
15 STEEL N/A 29000 30.0 6.05 .102 80 
16 G 0-90 4400 85.6 6.00 .126 70 
G-Glass, c-carbon, K-Kevlartm, R-Random, N/A-Not Applicable * - Two angles, this is an effective plate width and depth. ** - Two .1875 inch thick plates, 78 and 54 inches long. 
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Table 6 - Stiffness.· increase in working load range 
(elastic~ deflection= span/480) 
DEFLECTION CONTROL BEAM EXPERIMENTAL % 
BEAM SPAN/480 STIFFNESS BEAM STIFFNESS INCREASE 
# (IN) (K-IN/IN) (K-IN/IN) 
1 .200 ' 801.0 801.0 a.a 
2 .204 801.0 1414.7 +76.6 
3 .204 801.0 1152.0 +43.8 
4 .204 801.0 934.3 +16.6 
5 .200 801.0 990.0 +23.6 
6 .204 801.0 1079.4 +34.8 
7 .200 774.0 918.0 +18.6 
8 .200 774.0 1044.0 +34.9 
9 .204 774.0 916.2 +18.4 
10 .200 774.0 945.0 +22.1 
11 .200 774.0 774.0 0.0 
12 .200 774.0 1539.0 +98.8 
13 .200 774.0 1080.0 +39.5 
14 .200 774.0 1062.0 +37.2 
15 .200 801.0 1350.0 +68.5 
16 ' .200 801.0 1035.0 +29.2 
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Table 7 - strength increase in working load range (elastic - deflection= span/480) 
, 
DEFLECTION CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL % BEAM SPAN/480 BEAM LOAD BEAM LOAD INCREASE # (IN) (K-IN) (K-IN) 
1 .200 160.2 160.2 0.0 ,. 
' 2 .204 160.2 288.6 +80.1 
3 .204 160.2 235.0 +46.7 
4 .204 160.2 190.6 +18.9 
5 
.200 160.2 198.0 +23.6 
6 .204 160.2 220.2 +37.4 
7 
.200 154.8 183.6 +18.6 
8 
.200 154.8 208.8 +34.9 
9 .204 154.8 186.9 +20.7 
10 
.200 154.8 189.0 +22.1 
11 .200 154.8 154.8 o.o 
12 .200 154.8 307.8 +98.8 
13 
.200 154.8 216.0 +39.5 
14 
.200 154.8 212.4 +37.2 
15 
.200 160.2 270.0 +68.5 
16 
.200 160.2 207.0 +29.2 
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Table 8 - Stiffness increase for each beam at steel yield. 
THEORETICAL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL BEAM BEAM STIFFNESS STIFFNESS % STIFFNESS % # (K-IN/IN) (K-IN/IN) DIFF. (K-IN/IN) INCREASE , 
1 801.4 687.6 
-16.5 687.6 o.o 
2 1481.0 1520.7 +2.6 687.6 +121.2 
3 1207.0 1100.8 
-9.6 687.6 +60.1 
4 918.5 808.5 
-13.6 687.6 +17.6 
5 984.9 867.6 
-13.5 687.6 +26.2 6 1208.2 971.3 
-24.4 687.6 +41.3 
7 955.6 788.4 
-21.2 662.4 +19.0 
8 1079.0 858.6 
-25.7 662.4 +29.6 
9 988.2 825.1 
-19.8 662.4 +24.6 
10 972.6 820.8 
-18.5 662.4 +23.9 
11 811.3 662.4 
-22.5 662.4 o.o 
12 2000.0 1429.2 
-40.0 662.4 +115.8 
13 1152.1 1002.6 
-14.9 662.4 +51.4 
14 1154.6 909.0 
-27.0 662.4 +37.2 
15 1484.9 1357.2 
-9.4 687.6 +97.4 
16 1108.4 846.0 
-31.0 687.6 +23.0 
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Table 9 - Ultimate strength increase for each beam. 
THEORETICAL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL BEAM 
BEAM STRENGTH STRENGTH % STRENGTH % 
# (K-IN) ,. (K-IN) DIFF. (K-IN) INCREASE 
' 
1 229.5 295.2 +22.2 295.2 0.0 
2 434.7 511.5 +15.0 295.2 +73.3 
3 740.6 450.9 N/A 295.2 +52.7 
4 524.8 508.8 N/A 295.2 +72.4 
5 529.3 504.0 -5.0 295.2 +70.4 
6 923.5 582.8 N/A 295.2 +97.4 
7 518.9 448.2 N/A 293.4 +52.8 
8 658.6 497.7 N/A 293.4 +69.6 
9 525.7 496.7 -5.8 293.4 +69.0 
10 519.5 482.4 N/A 293.4 +64.4 
11 225.7 293.4 +23.1 293.4 0.0 
12 700.0 441.0 N/A 293.4 +50.3 
13 708.6 409.5 N/A 293.4 +39.6 
14 758.7 538.2 N/A 293.4 +83.4 
15 437.6 378.0 N/A 295.2 +28.0 
16 648.5 486.0 N/A 295.2 +64.6 
N/A - Failure occurred outside constant moment region 
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Figura 1 - Epoxy bonded steel beam-concrete slab composite 
member (epoxy thickness exaggerated). 
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Figure 2 - Epoxy bonded concrete beam-concrete alab composite 
member (epoxy thickness exaggerated). 
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Figure 3 - Bonded aggregate beam. 
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Figure 4 - Concrete beam with bonded steel plat•• on bottom 
tor flexure and aid•• for •hear reinforcement (plate, adheaive thickn••• exaggerated). 
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Figure 9 - Concrete tilled plastic column• (Kurt, 1978) 
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Figures 19A to P - Neutral axis ·depth versus centerline 
moment for all beams 
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400.0 
300.0 
200.0 
100.0 
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0. 0 15. 0 30 . 0 45. 0 60. 0 75. 0 90 . 0 
Pl.A TE STRESS (KSI) 
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BEAM 09 
;I 
;I 
;/ 
t'/ 
0 . 0 15. 0 30 . 0 45. 0 60. 0 75. 0 90. 0 
PLATE STRESS (KSI) 
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BEAM 10 
600.0 
500.0 
,,-,:;,,·· 
~·~ 400.0 
300.0 
200.0 
100.0 
0.0 
0.0 5.0 10. 0 15.0 20.0 25.0 
600.0 
500.0 
400.0 
300.0 
200.0 
100.0 
0.0 
Pl.A TE STRESS {KSI) 
BEAM 12 
o. o 2s. o so. a 75. o 100. o 125. o 150. o 175. a 
PLATE STRESS {KSI) 
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400.0 
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600.0 
500.0 
400.0 
300.0 
200.0 
100.0 
0.0 
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10.0 
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\BEAM 13 
20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 
Pl.A TE STRESS (KSI) 
BEAM 14 
10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 
PL.ATE STRESS {KSI) 
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500.0 
400.0 
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200.0 
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0.0 
0.0 
600.0 
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400.0 
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200.0 
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0.0 
BEAM 15 
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.. · :.,:··· 
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.. · . : ~' 
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.. 
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.· . 
. .. . ' 
.... ~.:. . : \ 
.. .. ~·: . : . ' \ 
. ,• .. \ 
, .. ' 
.. :.i· ;:·,·---~ 
.•.. : 
.•.. ' 
. ,., 
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I\• 
I 
5 . 0 10 . 0 15 . 0 20 . 0 25 . 0 30 . 0 35 . 0 
PLATE STRESS (KSI) 
BEAM 16 
15.0 30.0 45.0 60.0 75. 0 90. 0 
PLATE STRESS (KSI) 
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BBAK DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
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TYPICAL BBAK LOADING CYCLBS 
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TYPICAL BEAM LOADING CYCLES 
Control Beams 
Load Step Load (kips) 
0 0 
1 2 
2 4 
3 5 
4 6 
5 7 
6 8 ,. 
7 9 I 
8 10 
9 11 
10 12 
11 12.5 
continue using deflection criteria until failure 
Plated Beams 
Load Step Load (kips) 
0 0 
1 2 
2 4 
3 6 
4 7 
5 8 
6 6 
7 4 
8 2 
9 0 
10 2 
11 4 
12 6 
13 8 
14 9 
15 10 
16 11 
17 12 
18 13 
19 14 
20 15 
21 16 
22 12 
Load Step Load (kips) 
23 8 
24 4 
25 0 
26 4 
27 8 
28 12 
29 16 
30 17 
31 18 
32 19 
33 20 
34 21 
35 22 
36 23 
37 24 
38 16 
39 8 
40 0 
41 8 
42 16 
43 24 
continue to load in lK increments 
until failure 
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APPBlfDIX C -
COIIPUTBR CODB POR ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
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... 
• 
100 
120 
. -~. . -
PIOCIIWI II . 
ll&L l,D1,D2,D3,rC,,c,AsT,ASTC,PYST,l!T,AIR,PYIR,!IR,L,Ll,LPL,O 
IITICIIR I,YP 
DATA I/0/ 
CALL IIIPOT(8,Dl,D2,03,rc,1c,AsT,ASTC,rYST,IST,AIR,rt!R,!!R, 
L,L1,LPL,YP,STRC1,STRC2,St0Pl,I,D) 
CALL ULTAHA(l,D,01,02,03,AST,ASTC,l'YST,!ST,A!R,rt!R.!!R.rc, 
!C,STRC1,STRC2,SLOPl,YP,L,Ll,LPL) 
PRIHT'(A)' ,'ROif AGAIN? (l•Y!!S)' 
RIAD ' ( I 1 ) ' , I 
II' (I.!Q.1) THIN 
GOTO 100 " 
!lfDIP 
!HD 
SUBROUTINE IHPOT(B,01,02,03,fC,!C,AST,ASTC,rYST,!ST,A!R.FY!R,EER, 
L,Ll,LPL,YP,STRC1,STRC2,SLOPl,I,D) 
REAL 8,D,01,D2,D3,PC,AST,ASTC,rYST,!ST,AgR,rYER,!!R,L,Ll, 
WIDTH,THICKM,LPL 
IRTIOU I, YP, I2 
IP ( I . NI . 0 ) TD1' 
PRINT' (A)', 'ICEIP ORIGINAL B!AM PROP!RTI!S7 (l•YIS)' 
ft!AD' (I1)' ,I 
If (I.!Q.l) THEIi 
GOTO lSO 
IJIDIF 
IHDif 
PRINT' (A)' , 'IMPOT WIDTH or BIAM (INCHES) ' 
RIAO•, 8 
PRIJff' (A)' , 'INPUT OIPTH or B!AM (INCHES}' 
UAD•, D 
PRINT' (A)' ,'INPUT LIIIGTH or SIMPL! SPAM (IICBIS)' 
RIAD· IL 
PRI1'T' (A)' ,'IIIPOT LIJIGTH PROM CINTIR TO SYM. LOAD (IHCHZS)' 
RIAi)•, Ll 
PRIJff'(A)','IIIPOT THI MODOLOS or ILASTICITY or TD STIit' 
PRINT' (A) ' , ' (PSI x 1 o · e ) ' 
UAD•,IST 
If (IST.OT.(.001)) TIIKN 
IST•IST•1000 
PJlIJIT' (A)',' IIIPOT TD YIILD POIIIT or Tim STUL (ICSI) I 
UAD•,nsT 
PRIJIT'(A)' ,'IIIJ'O'!' DIPTB TO STKIL TIWSIO• UIJfl'. (IlfCJIKS)' 
UAD•,D1 
IW (Dl.CIT.O) TIIJI 
Pllllff' (A)•,• IIIPUT ADA or TIXSio• sn1L uxn. ( 11cus•2)' 
Ra.ID• ,UT 
u.a 
UT-0 
D1•D 
IJID?f 
PUIIT' (A)', 'IIIPUT DIPTB TO STIit CONPlt. UIJfJ'. (IICDS)' 
RI.AD• ,D3 
IW (D3.0T.O) T1ID 
Pllllff' (A)• , 'IIIPOT ADA or coNn. sTZSL UID'. ( IJ1CDs•2)' 
RSAD•,UTC 
ILSI 
ASTC•O 
03•0 
86 
I' 
!HDIP 
II.SI 
!ST•l 
PYST•O 
AST•O 
ASTC11aO 
01•0 
03•0 
ENDIP 
PRINT'.(A) I, I INPUT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CONCR!T! (PS!) I 
R!AD•, PC ,. 
PC•PC/1000 
CALL CONCR(FC,STRC1,STRC2,SLOP!,EC) 
150 PRINT' (A)', 'INPUT TH! MODULUS or ELASTICITY OF TH! !XT!RNAL'. 
PRINT' (A)', 'REINJ'OR!MENT (ER) (PSI X 10·6)' 
R!AD•, !!R 
Ir (!!R.aT.0001) THEN 
!!R•l!R*lOOO. 
PRINT' (A)', 'INPUT TH! YI!LD POINT or TH! !R (KSI)' 
R!AD•, PY!R 
PRINT' (A)', 'DOES TH! !R EXHIBIT A YI!LD PLAT!AU, (l•'f!S)' 
R!AD*, YP 
PRINT' (A)', 'INPUT WIDTH or !XT!RNAL R!IHFORC!MENT (INCHES) I 
READ•, WIDTH 
PRINT' (A)' , 'INPUT THICKNESS or !XT!RNAL REIHi'. ( INCH!S) ' 
READ•, THICKH 
PRINT' (A)', 'INPUT L!NGTH or !XT!RNAL R!INP. PLAT! (INCHES) I 
READ• ,LPL 
AEK•WIDTH*THICKB 
02•D+(TRICXlf/2.) 
!LSI 
IIR•l 
fYIR•O 
AIR•O 
YP•l 
02•0 
LPL•L 
llfDI1 
PRINT'(A)', 'IS ALL DATA INTIKSD CORRECTLY? (l•Y!S)' 
RIAD•, I2 
Ir (I2.lfl.1) TH&S 
Ir (I.IQ.1) THIN 
GOTO 150 
ILSI 
GOTO 120 
IIIDir 
IIIDir 
RITtJU 
DI) 
SOBROOTIJII COJICa(rC,STRCl,STRC2,SLOPl,IC) 
ltlAL ,C,STRC1,STRC2,SLOPl,IC 
IIITUD I3 
PRIJIT'(A)' ,'DO YOO WISH TO INPUT A COWCJllTI C01'VK? (l•YIS)' 
UAD 8 ,I3 
Ir (I3.lfl.1) TBS• 
STRCl•.0012+,C/1213 
5Tfte2•.00215+,C/2,13 
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;,1 
j 
SLOPl•3S.,•,c••2 
ILII 
PIJ:IT' (A) ' , 'INPUT 
RIAD•,STRCl 
PRINT'(A)' ,'IHPOT 
RIAD•,STRC2 
PRINT' (A)', 'INPUT 
R!AD•,StOP! 
STRAIN AT WHICH CONCR!T! R!ACH!S FC' 
STRAIN AT WHICH STRESS DROPS orr· 
SLOP! or DOWNWARD CURV! {KSI)' 
IHDIF 
!C•PC/STRCl 
RITURH 
!ND 
,. 
SUBROOTIHI ULTAHA(B,0,01,02,03,AST,ASTC,l'YST,!ST,AER,FY!R,!!R,FC, 
!C,STRC1,STRC2,SLOP!,YP,t,Ll,LPL) 
RIAL STRC,MHT!MP,TOTALC,ASTCl,MMCOHC,Tl,T2,T3,ICD,OY,STRCDY,COMPF, 
:8,01,02,03,AST,ASTC,PYST,!ST,A!R,rtER,!IR,rc,!C,STRCl,STRC2,StOPE 
: ,L,Ll,LPL,Mll,TOT,JCDSTRT,KD!HD,ICDST!P,STRCST,STRCMD,STRCSP,0YST!P, 
:ROT,DlrtlC,PHIULT,STRCU 
CHARACTIR FIL!•12,TITL!•72 
INTIGIR YP,rtAG 
KDSTRT•Dl 
KDIHD•0.01 
JCDSTIP•-1. 
STRCST•0.0001 
STRCHI>•0.008 
STRCSP•0.0001 
MJl•O 
TOT•O 
PLAO•O 
PRINT•,' IJfPOT A TITLE POR THI R!SOLT PILI ( 72 CHARACTIRS MAXIMUM) ' 
RIAD' (A72)' ,TITLI 
PRINT•, 'IJfPOT DRIVI: PILIKA.MK WBIU RESULTS AU TO 81 PLACID' 
RIAD' (A12)' ,PILI 
OPIK (U11IT•e, PILl•rILI) 
PRINT' (1X,///,15X,A80,/)' ,TITLI 
PRINT' (1ex,A,rs.2,A,A,re.2,A)' ,'IIAM 0IM1XsI01s ~ ',a,' IHcs1s·, 
I WIDI IY I , D' I I1'CH1S DIIP I 
PRINT' (15X,A,re.O,A)' ,'COJICJIITI STJl&JIGTH IS ',rc•1000, 1 PSI' 
IP ( ( AST . OT . 0 ) . OR. ( UTC . CJT . 0 ) ) TDK 
PRIIIT' (15X,A,r,.1,A)' ,'YIILD POINT or STEEL IS ',rtST,' KSI' 
!lll)Ir 
Ir (AST.CJT.O) Tllill 
PRI11T' (15Z,A,rl.2,A)' ,'Alt&A or TSJISIOI STZKL IS ',AST,' IKCB1s•2 1 
PRINT' (15Z,A,rl.3,A)' ,'DIPTB TO TS11SIOR STKIL IS ',01,' I1'CH1S' 
·!JIDif 
IP (UTC.CJT.O) Tm 
PRI11T'(1SZ,A,ra.2,A)' ,'AltZA or COMPIISSIOI STIIL IS ',ASTC, 
' I11CDS•2 1 
PRIJIT' (15Z,A,fl.3,A)' ,'DEPTH TO CONPJmSIIOI STIit IS' ,02, 
' IIICDS' 
IJIDif 
Ir (A&R.CJT.O) THSI 
~ PRI11T' (15Z,A,rl.O,A)', 'UTUJIAL UIDOltCDIIIT NODOLOS IS ',IIR. 
I ICSI I 
PRIIIT'(15X,A,fl.2,A)' ,'~'1MUM STKIIS (YIILD OR FRAC~) IS' 
rtlll, I ICSI' 
PKIIIT' (1sx,A,rs.2,A,/)' ,'AltlA or &rr1JU1&L PLAT• IS' ,A&Jt, 
' I11CDS•2' 
88 
!lfl)IF . 
PRINT' (15X,A,3X,A,2X,A,2X,A,2X,A,3X,A,2X,A)', 'MOM!NT' ,'LOAD', 
'SLOP!', 'D!Ft. I, 'CONCR. I, 'N.A. I, 'CURVATURE' PRINT' ( 1SX,A,4X,A,2X,A,3X,A,2X.A,3X,A,2X,A)',' (K-IN)',' (K) 1 , 
I (DIG) I, I (IN) I, 'STRAIN'/' (IN),,' (MAX-RAD) I DO 400 STRC•STRCST,STRCHD,STRCSP 
190 00 300 KD•KDS·?RT, KD!ND, KDST!P 
Tl•!ST•AsT•STftC•(Ol-KD)/KO 
T2•!!R•A!R•STRC•(D2-KD)/KO 
T3•!ST•AsTc·~RC•(KD-03)/KO 
rr (Tl.GT. (~ST•PYST)) TH!N 
Tl•AST•PYST 
!NDIF 
IF (T3.GT.(ASTC•FYST)) THEN 
T3•ASTC*PYST 
!NDIF 
IP (T2.GT. (A!R*FY!R)) THEN 
T2•AIR•JY!R 
!HDIP 
TOTALC•O 
ASTCl•O 
MlfCONC•O 
OYST!P•K0/10 
00 200 OY•OYST!P,KD,DYST!P 
STftCOY•(OY-OYST!P/2)*STRC/KO 
IP (((KD-OY) .LT.03) .ANO. ( (KD-DY+OYST!P).GT.03)) TH!N 
ASTCl•ASTC 
!LSI 
ASTCl•O 
!HDI1 
IF (STftCOY.LT.STRCl) TK!N 
COMPf•(B•DYSTIP-ASTCl)*STRCOY*!C 
!LSIIJ ((STftCDY.01.STRCl).AND. (STRCOY.L!.STRC2)) TH!N 
COMPf•(B•DYSTIP-ASTCl)*FC 
!LSI 
COMPf•(B*DYSTIP-ASTCl)*(FC-(STRCOY-STRC2)*SLOP!) 1,mtr 
MJICOJIC•MIICOJIC+(DY-DYST!P/2)*COMPF 
TOTAI.C•TOTALC+CONPF 
200 CORTIJIUI 
If (((TOT•(Tl+T2-T3-TOTALC)).L!.O) .AMO. (TOT.HI.O)) THIN If ((AIS(Tl+T2-T3-TOTALC)).GT. (0.00~)) THIN 
ICDSTJtr•ll>-(IDITIP*2) 
KDSTIP•ll>ln./2. 
GOTO 110 
II.SI 
Miifliif++NIICOIIC+T3•(JCD-03)+Tl*(Ol-lCD)+T2•(D2-ICD) 
If ( ( (Nllllll'-Nlf). QT. 0). AHO. ( T2. LI. ( Alft•PYIR). OR. ( YP . IQ . 0 ) ) ) THIii 
,OIClaNITINP/(L/2-Ll) 
CALI. Dll'L(l,D1,D2,D3,AST,ASTC,rYST,IST,~ft,rtlR,IIR,KD, STJIC,Ll'L,Ll,L,MIITIMP.IC,rc,sTRCl,fLAO,ROT,DlrtlC,PHIULT) 
PRil'r' c1,x,,1.2,2x,rs.2.2x,rs.2,2x,rs.2,2x,re.,,2x,rs.2. 
lX,111.4)' ,MNTIMP,JORCl,ROT,DlrtlC,STRC,JCD,PRIULT 
Mll•Nl ...... rr"a, ....
ST1tCU•ffltC Ir (rLAG.IQ.1) THIR 
GOTO 500 
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IIIDif . 
ICDSTJIT•lm-lCDITIP 
ICDSTIP•-1. 
GOTO 400 
!LSI 
GOTO SOO 
!NDIP 
!NDIP 
!LS! 
TOT•Tl+T2-T3-TOTALC !Nt>IP ,. 
300 CONTINUI 
400 CONTINUI 
500 PRINT' (1X,/,l5X,A)' ,'ULTIMATE LOAD' IP (PtAG.!Q.l) THIN 
PRINT' (l5X,A)', 'YI!LD AT !ND or PLAT!' !NJ)IP 
PRINT' (lSX,A,re.S)', 'TOP PIB!R COMPR. CONCRET! STRAIN IS I ,STRCU IP (AST.GT.( .0001)) THIN 
PRINT' (lSX,A,re.2,A,Pe.2,A)', 'PORCI IN TIMSION ST!!L IS ',Tl. 
I KIPS, WHICH IS ', (Tl/(PYST*AST))*lOO,'' or YI!LD' !JfDIP 
IP (ASTC.GT. (.0001)) THIN 
PRINT' (1sx,A.re.2.A,re.2,A)', ·roRc! IN COMPRESSION ST!!L Is , , T3,' KIPS, NRICR IS ', (T3/(FYST*ASTC))•100,•, or YI!LD' IP (T3.LT.O) TIRK 
PRIJIT' (18X,A)',' (TOP ST!!L IN T!MSION AT tJLTIMAT! LOAD)' IHDir 
!JO)II' 
Ir (A.IR.QT.(.0001)) THIN 
PRINT' (lSX,A,re.2,A,re.2,A)', 'PORCI IN IR IS ',T2, 
' KIPS, WHICH Is ', (T2/(PY1R•A1R))•100, 1 , or YI!LD' !JIDII' 
CLOSI (UlfIT•I) 
UTUU 
!lfD 
SUIROtJTIJII D&rL(l,D1,D2,03,AST,ASTC,l'YST,IST,AIR,fYIR,l&Jt,JCD,STRC, LPL,Ll,L,Nll'l'INP,IC,WC,STRCl,rLAO,ROT,Dlwt.lC,PBIULT) RIAL l,D1,D2,Dl,AIT,A9TC,1YIT,IST,AIK,rYIR,IIR,ICJ),!TKC,LPL,Ll,L, : MNftNP,IC,l'C,9TltC1,ROT,Dll'LIC,11,UTCNP,A,MIT,MKND,N,il,ll,CC, 
: 11)111), IJID, PUJIDC, IDBPL, PE l, P11I 2, PHI 3, PHI 4, PHI, MPL, IPL, PBIHDI, : PBIULT,Xl,X2,XJ 
I ITICID l'LM 
Ir (l'LAG.IQ.O) Tm 
rtAA-2 
Ir (,C.LI.,) TDJI 
11•0.II 
ILll?f (1C.Gl.1) TIISK 
11•0.II 
ILII 11•0.aa-(rc-,,•o.os 
IJmir 
II' (((AIT-ASTC)/(l•Dl)).GI. ((.e&•11•rc•o3•11)/(rYST•D1• (17-fTIT)))) T ... 
ASTClll'•UTC 
ILII 
AITCNP-0 
llfDif 
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A•(Aft.-ASTCMP)•nsT/( ·•a•,c•a) ( ': 
MIT•(AIT-ASTCMP) •rvsr• (l)l-A/2) +ASTCMP•rtst• ( D1-D3) N•IIT/IC 
AA•l/2 
aa-••AST+(N-l)*ASTC 
CC•-(N•AST*D1+(N-1)•Astc•o3) 
Ja)ND•C-l1+(11••z-,•AA•cc,••.,,1(2•AA> 
IND•l*XOND••3/3+N*AST•(Ol-KDND)••2+(N-l)*ASTC*(KDNO-OJ)••2 
a1•al+A1a•11a11c 
CC•CC-D2•A1a•11111c 
ICDIIDPt•(-ll+(ll••;-,•AA•cc)••.,,1,2·AA> 
PHI1•(1YIT/IIT)/(XD1fDPt-D3) 
?Hr: .. ( nsT /IIT) / ( D1-XDNDPt). 
PRI3•(1YIR/IIR)/(02-ICJ)Nt>Pt) 
PRI4•STIC1/IC!)JfDpt 
Ir ((PII1.tl.PRI2).AMD. (PHI1.tl.PHI3).AMD. (PHil.t!.PHI,) )TH!N PHI•PRI1 
!LSl?r ((PRI2.tl.PRI3).AND. (PHI2.tl.PRI,)) THEN PRI•PRI2 
ILS1If (PRI3.t!.PHI,) THIN 
PRI•PRI3 
ILSI 
PRI•PHI, 
!JIJ)IP 
IHDIJ' 
MEJID•MIITINP•(t-LPt)/(t-2•t1) 
IP (MIND.GI.MST) THIM 
l'I.AO•l 
!Jfl)Ir 
PRIOLT•STRC/KD 
IP (PRI.GT.PRIUtT) THIM 
PBI•PIIOLT 
IHI>Ir 
MPL•(KDIIDPL-D3)*PBI*(IST-IC)•ASTC•(JCI>JIDPt/3-D3)+(Dl-lC01mPt)•PHI• 
IST*AST•(Dl-Kl)JIDPL/3)+(02-ICOlfDPL)•PRI*AKR•IIR*(D2-IDlfDPt/3) 
IPL•l•KD1DPL••313+••AST*(Dl-lCDlfDPL)••2+(1-1)*ASTC*(ICDJIDPL-03)••2 
+(ll1/IC)*AIR•(D2-JCD1fDPt)••2 
PBIJ11)C•N111)/(IC•t1D) 
PHIJfl)l•NIJID/(IC*IPt) 
Xl•(t-LPr.)/2 
Ir ( NIITIIS . GT. NPt ) TDK 
X2•(MPL/11111Nf)•(t/2-Ll)-Xl 
X3•t/2-(L1+X2+X1) 
ILSI 
X2•t/2-(Ll+X1) 
X3•0 
IJmll' 
ROT•(.1•x1•PaJJIDC+PBI1D1•x2+.S•(PBI-PBIIIDl)•x2+PJll•XJ+.5•(PIIIOLT-
,111)•XJ+'8%ur.T•t1)•11013.1,1s1 
Dlff.lC•S1••2•'8%JIDC/3+PIIIIDl•x2 • ( Xl+X2/2 )+. e• ( PBl-PlllJml) •12 • 
:(X1+2•xa11J+Pat•XJ•cx1+x2+x312)+.s•x3•c,1It1t.T-P11I>•cx1+x2+2•x3;3) 
:+PBI0LT•t1•(t-tl)/2 
RITOJUI 
1111) 
91 
r). 
,· ' .. 'f 
... :r,. ,:).• -,,,.' 
APPENDIX D -
OUTPUT FROM ITERATIVE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
92 
:,,. 
,. 
""TAuDARD =>"r .. 1F1_P._, __ ,-u·.,.;,-;."7".:; ..,-A"' •, :, ;a n- ... n ~.1_,t,1J _ 11 ... u-·- -- ., w .. 
BEAM u!MENS:ONS ARE b- .... ··1 r N -... ~ .-• ~W .... L~t.= !~. :~ lN~HES DEEP 
CCNC~~TE ST~ENGTH !~ o!j~. ~~1 
1. ;_· .. · ... ' ~-·· ;:,0.:NT ·.· ,i.' --,1''--£! r - - ·" ... - ' - _,, - a- - ... ~ r:,:_;. i_; !\'..:,,J.. 
[EffH TQ 7EN5ION 5TEEL ~~ :1. -:.:..:: INCHES 
~C;MENT 
\:>IN 1 
.!.. /. 'Id 
54.95 
82. 4:; 
109.90 
137.38 
164.86 
192.JJ 
~16.34 
218. 73 
220.65 
222.22 
223.52 
224.63 
225.58 
226.40 
227.12 
227.75 
228.32 
228.66 
2.2a.g7 
229. 17 
229.35 
229.51 
\ r. I 
I l I ,-
,_, • I ._I 
1. Sj 
2.29 
3. ·j5 
3.82 
4.58 
S.J4 
6. Gl 
6.08 
6.13 
6. 17 
6.21 
6.24 
6.27 
6.29 
6.31 
6.33 
6.J4 
6.35 
6.36 
6.J7 
6.37 
6.38 
ULTil1ATE LOAD 
\DEG,' 
U.Ub 
O.lJ 
0.19 
0.25 
0.31 
0.38 
0.44 
0.51 
0.65 
0.80 
G. 97 
1. 15 
1. 35 
1. 57 
1. 80 
2.05 
2.32 
2.60 
2.87 
3.15 
3.42 
3.69 
3.98 
, ... F. I•~ ' 
1,,./ .... -· -~'NL::. N.A. 
ST~AIN \ lN, 
u.u.:i u.juul 
0.07 
o. ltj 
0.14 
0.17 
0.21 
- 14 u ... 
o. 2e 
0.35 
0.44 
0.53 
O.b3 
0.74 
0.86 
0.98 
l. 12 
1.26 
1. 41 
1. 56 
1.71 
1.86 
2.01 
2.16 
0.0002 
O.uC,03 
0. 1J004 
0.0005 
0.0006 
0.0007 
O.OlJU8 
0.0009 
J.0010 
0.0011 
0.0012 
0.0013 
0.0014 
0.0015 
0.0016 
0.0017 
0.0018 
0.0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0.0022 
0.0023 
i ,.... 
._ • I ,j 
2.73 
2.73 
2.73 
2.73 
2.73 
) -B 
... b 
2.38 
2. 14 
1. 95 
1. 79 
1. 65 
1. 53 
1.43 
1. 34 
1. 26 
l. 19 
1. 14 
1. Q<j 
1.06 
1. 02 
0.99 
TUP FIBER COftPR. CONCRETE STRAlH IS .00230 
u. 7 j2':'E - ·j4 
u.1099£-03 
0.1466E-u3 
0. ltL.12£-03 
0.2199£-03 
0.2565£-03 
CJ.2983E-U3 
0.3776£-03 
0.4662£-03 
0.5641£-03 
0.6713£-0J. 
0.7879£-03 
0.9138£-03 
0.1049£-02 
0.1193£-02 
0.1347£-02 
u.1:i1u£-O.L 
0.1667E-02 
0.1830£-02 
0.1988£-02 
0.2148£-02 
0.2313E-02 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.00 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00Y. OF YIELD 
93 
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96' MILD STEEL PLATE BONDED TO BEAM 12 
BEAM DIMENSIONS ARE 6.20· INCHES WIDE BY 12. 15 INCHES DEEP 
CONCRETE STRENGTH IS 6945. PSI 
YIELD POINT OF STEEL IS 60.4 KSl 
AREA GF TENSION STEEL IS 0.40 INCHES•2 
D £ P T i1 T LJ : EN S l u N ::; . t. £ L 1 :i :, . :i :Y • '.'i •.., t1 ::. ::, 
EXTERNAL fiEINFORCEMENT MODULU~ IS ~~000. KSI 
MAXIMUM ~TR£5S tilELu OR f~A(T~~£1 :5 J0.00 KSl 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATE IS u.J~ 1NLHES•2 
MOMENT LOAD SLOPE DEFL. CONCR. 
<K-IN> (KJ (DEG) <INl STRAIN 
50.36 1.36 
1 uu. 7 2 l.. 7 2 
1s1.ua 4.08 
201.45 5.44 
251.81 6.81 
285.89 7. 73 
313. 77 8.48 
341.91 9.24 
370.25 10.01 
398.73 10. 78 
412. 84 11. 16 
416. 52 11. 26 
419.63 
422.29 
424.60 
11. 34 
11. 41 
11. 48 
426.62 11.53 
428. 41 11. 58 
429.99 11.62 
431.28 
432.13 
432. 91 
433. 37 
433.82 
434.21 
11.66 
11.68 
11.70 
11. 71 
11.72 
11.74 
434.44 11.74 
434.63 11.75 
434.73 11.75 
434.74 11.75 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
0.04 
0.08 
0.13 
0. l 7 
0.21 
0.26 
0.32 
0.38 
0.45 
0.51 
0.59 
0. 70 
0.82 
0.94 
1. 08 
0.02 0.0001 
a.us 0.0002 
O.Q7 O.OuOJ 
O.Olj 0.0004 
0. 12 0.0005 
0. 15 0.0006 
0. 18 0. 00(;7 
0.22 0.0008 
0 . .25 0.0009 
0.29 0.0010 
0.34 0.0011 
0.40 0.0012 
0. 4 7 (J. 1j(J l_j 
0.54 0.0014 
0.62 0.0015 
1.23 0.70 0.0016 
1.38 0.79 0.0017 
1.55 0.89 0.0018 
1. 72 
1. 88 
2.05 
2.22 
2.38 
2.55 
2.72 
2.88 
3.04 
3.20 
0.99 0.001':1 
1.08 0.0020 
1.18 0.0021 
1.28 0.0022 
1.38 0.0023 
1.47 0.0024 
1.57 O.OOLS 
1.66 0.0026 
1.76 0.0027 
1.85 0.0028 
N.A. CURVATURE 
(!NJ <MAX-RAD) 
4.13 u . .2424£-04 
4.13 0.4848£-04 
4.13 u.'7272£-04 
4.lJ 0.9696E-04 
4.13 0.1212£-03 
J.92 0. 1531£-03 
]. 71 0.1888£-03 
3.56 0.2249£-03 
3.44 0.2614£-03 
3.35 0.2981£-03 
3.14 0.3499£-03 
2.88 0.4164£-03 
2.66 
2.47 
2.31 
0.4887£-03 
0.5668£-03 
0.6506£-03 
2.16 0.7403£-03 
2.03 0.8357E-03 
1.92 0.9369£-03 
1. 83 
1. 75 
1.68 
1.63 
1.58 
1.54 
0.1041£-0~ 
o. 1143£-02 
0.1248£-02 
0.1348£-02 
0.1452£-02 
0.1557E-02 
1.51 0.1657£-02 
1. 48 0. 1758£-02 
1.45 0.1857£-02 
l. 43 0. 1952£-02 
TOP FIBER COftPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00280 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.16 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 17.70 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
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2 - 3• X l s,a• X 114• lMCO ANGLES BONDED TO BEA~·~ 
BEA~ D!MEN£!0N5 ARE 5.95 INCHE~ ~ N -··,, .- -t I 9"'11\' .. ·• 
.. ·-··--' 
,-r·,u.-.;.---:- ~'T"'OC'L,~'r'H ··.: 
·- .... ~, - .• t. . .. '-' ... - ~1 \a., • J. -- '7·1:'· -I J.:;itL r-.:,_ 
., , .. • , ~ • ·~ 1 N ·!~ . .. _ • ; . 
... _ .... _ . -· . -'• - ·---- - - - - . 
11. .. :: A , c: r.:-u: T',·,~, :; -r;:·:::-1 T: 
····- '-'" ._j, __ _.. ._,.,., --.· _._.._ .. .., 
r, £ . ! ,.. ... -, 'T' £ 1.; ·=. - . ~, !"4 . - 7 ""' - ' • :: 
.., r' •• ·-. •l----· ~.t.t.J.. .L_, ~. •. :, _:,.;1:..:. 
· . : ~ :; l' • ;;.; L" " , · :: - •. ;:- M £ N. i M, ·: r . · i . • _ 
t.,\._.\·,i:,..,_ ··-··'· _r!_._ •••• iJ·_, ..... ~ ... -- --
- ,,,_.._. -·· 
.. - ~ 
··-· 
"' A ~· ~ ,.. ; ; >w1 ~- T ;;.. ~ -:. = . ;,· .· i:- L-·. n ::; - i:;. A. - ~ 1 ~ ;. , • • -
'' ••• i'-., ,-~ -· •• ...__ .,,,,J • ' .. ~ i,,,,I \,J.' t . . -· . ._ :1: - • - .-, I • 
...., .-J •. - -
AREA Qf EX72&NAL ?~ATE rs - ,.=, ;.i..i,·:.i::-=.-
...... ..J .. • ,._.,.,..,J .... 
!1CMENT 
... rN. 
~l\- .. ~· 
72.44 
108.-:.4 
144.65 
181. 07 
-,1, .... 
6-· I • ._ ._J 
253.47 
281j.6:J 
325.90 
362.11 
386.64 
414.4b 
440.46 
466.Sd 
492.81 
519.14 
:i45.55 
598. 55 
621.eS 
644.89 
665.89 
685.86 
10-5. 8.J 
723.61 
740.62 
. • 
L'_jA_r°' .:::L'' c:..E , r, t: c-L ,-,-. u·,-·e, 
- v ..., __.. .... ..... .• _. 1..,.1 ~, I.J n . 
O.S6 
l. So 
i 9 
.... 4 
j. 'j l 
4.39 
- ~ 
- ,. I 
-· • \-i J 
6.85 
7.aJ 
8.81 
9.79 
I • - -. 
... u. :iu 
11. 9(.; 
12.61 
13.32 
14.0J 
14. 74 
1~. 4t, 
16. 18 
16.81 
17.43 
18.00 
18.54 
19.08 
19.56 
20.02 
\LJt.t.Jj 
,·1 .- c:: 
'.J• --
u. l .i. 
G.16 
·j. 27 
u. ,jJ 
u . .Jd 
0.44 
0.49 
0.5~ 
-. . i 
u.o ... 
U.ti'j 
Q. 77 
Q.85 
0.92 
1. QO 
1. 08 
l. lb 
1.23 
1. 31 
1.38 
1.44 
1. 51 
1.58 
1.64 
1.70 
0. 03 :j, Q(:-Jl 
,:; . GS C:. JO(; 2 
0.09 0.0003 
0.1: O.J004 
0.15 O.OuOS 
U.ld 
0.21 
0.24 
0.27 
0.30 
0.34 
U.]d 
(J. 4~ 
0.47 
u.s1 
0.55 
'-'-'· uu·_o 
u.e:007 
0.0006 
0.0009 
G.001-G 
0.0011 
u.uUl~ 
CJ.OulJ 
0.0014 
.o. ·0015 
0.0016 
0.60 0.0017 
u. 64 0. Ju18 
0.68 0.0.019 
0 •. 72 0. 0020 
0.76 0.0021 
0.80 0.0022 
0.84 0.0023 
0.87 0.0024 
0.91 0.0025 
0.94 0.0026 
N A ... , i:. t, A. ·r i , ;:;. " • • .. w •• ' .'..J,, ... 
3.25 
].25 
3.25 
j • ...: ::i 
3.25 
:i. 25 
3.25 
3. 25 
J. 15 
J.ub 
2.38 
2.91 
2.86 
·2. 81 
2.77 
2.74 
2.70 
2.69 
2.67 
2.67 
2.67 
2.67 
2.68 
2.69 
~ . ' "",I~- - . ,I IJ., t) • _, "% .... U '! 
0.9.2~9£:-04 
0.1231£-03 
0.1538£-03 
~:. l b 4 o t. .- _ ..:, 
0.2153£-0J 
o. 2461£-.03 
0.2769£-03 
0.3076£-03 
0.34~4£-03 
U.39.27£-GJ 
0.4364£-03 
0.4803£-03 
0.5245£-03 
0.5688£-03 
0.6133E-03 
c.6580E-03 
0.7027£-0,j 
0.7441£-03 
0.7851£-03 
0.8238E-03 
0.8t>l4E-03 
0.8990£-03 
0.9340£-03 
0.9680E-03 
THIS LOAD FAR EXCEEDS THE SHEAR CAPACITY OF THE BEAM 
877.99 
879.02 
23.73 
23.76 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
2.42 
2.44 
1.34 
1.36 
0.0044 
0.0045 
3.18 
3.22 
TOP FIBER CONPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00450 
0.1384£-02 
0.1399£-02 
:'"·,.; =:, 
_ ....... 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 23.84 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.001 OF YIELD 
FO~CE lH ER IS 71.65 KIPS, WHICH IS 93.58X OF YIELD 
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96' NAPCO 0-90 GFRP PLATE BONDED TO BEAM 14 
BEAM DINEHSIOHS ARE 5.70 INCHES WIDE BY 12.15 INCHES DEEP 
CONCRETE STRENGTH IS 6791. PSI 
YIELD POINT OF STEEL IS 60.J K51 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL IS 0.40 INCHES•2 
DEPTH TO TENSION STEEL IS ~.913 INCHES 
lXTEkNAL ktlNfURCE"ENT MODUL~S 1~ 1500. K~I 
l1AXIl1Ul1 STRESS <YIELD OR FRACTURE> IS 2b.70 KS! ,. 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATE IS O.SS !NCHES•2 
MOMENT 
(K-IN) 
29.86 
59.71 
89.56 
11':J. 4~ 
149.26 
179. 11 
208.96 
238.82 
263.83 
276.58 
289.60 
302.89 
316.41 
jJ(.).17 
344.12 
358.24 
372.52 
386.93 
400.71 
41J.52 
426.06 
437.44 
448.87 
459.72 
469.84 
479.63 
488.92 
497.17 
504.90 
512.10 
519.25 
524.82 
LOAD SLOPE 
< K > (DEG> 
0.81 0.06 
1.61 0.12 
2.42 0.18 
3.23 0.24 
4.03 0.30 
4.84 0.36 
5.65 0.42 
6. 45 (J. 48 
7.13 0.55 
7.48 0.65 
7.83 0.75 
8.19 0.86 
8.55 0.98 
8. 92 l. 09 
9. 30 1. 21 
9. 68 1. 33 
10.07 1.46 
10. 46 1. 58 
10.83 1.71 
11. 18 l. 82 
11. 52 1. 94 
11.82 2.04 
12.13 2.15 
12.42 2.26 
12.70 2.35 
12.96 2.45 
13.21 2.54 
13.44 2.63 
13.65 2.71 
13.84 2.79 
14.03 2.87 
14.18 2.95 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
DEFL. 
( IN J 
0.03 
o. 07 
0. l lJ 
tJ. 1 j 
o. 17 
- iQ u. 4.. 
0.23 
CCNCR. 
STRAIN 
0.0001 
u. uou...: 
Q.0C:0j 
O.OiJ04 
0.0005 
G.0006 
0.0007 
U • .Lo U.tJOUd 
0.30 O.u009 
0.]6 0.0010 
0.42 U.0011 
0.49 0.0011 
0.55 0.0013 
O.o2 0.0014 
0.68 0.0015 
0.75 0.0016 
0.82 0.0017 
0.89 0.0018 
0.96 0.0019 
1.03 0.0020 
1.09 0.0021 
1.15 0.0022 
1.21 0.0023 
1.27 0.0024 
1.33 0.00.25 
1.38 0.0026 
1.44 u.0027 
1.48 0.0028 
1.53 0.0029 
1.57 0.0030 
1.62 O.OOJl 
1.67 0.0032 
" 
N.A. CURVATURE 
(INJ (f1AX-RAD) 
2.94 0.3404£-04 
..:..94 u.oeu::i1:.-L14 
2.94 0.1021£-03 
2.94 0.1361£-0j 
2.94 0.1701£-03 
2.94 0.2041E-03 
2.94 0.2382£-03 
~.94 0.2722£-03 
2.87 0.3132£-03 
2.67 0.3740E-03 
2.51 0.4375Eli.03 
2.38 0.5033E-03 
2.28 0.5710E-03 
2.19 0.6403£-03 
2.11 0.7110£-03 
2.04 0.7828£-03 
1.99 0.8557E-03 
1. 94 o. 9294£-03 
l. 90 O. lOOlE-02 
1. 87 0. 1069£-02 
1. 85 0. 1136E-02 
l. 83 O. l 199E-02 
1. 82 0. 1262£-02 
1.81 0.1323£-02 
1. 81 o. 1380E-02 
1.81 0.1436£-02 
1.81 0.1491E-02 
1.82 0.1541£-02 
1. 83 0. 1588£-02 
1.84 0.1634£-02 
1. 85 d. 167':IE.-02 
1.85 0.1729£-02 
TOP FIBER COftPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00320 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.00 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 26.43 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
96'' 
','I t' ' I 
.. 
' .. •· 
78' IMCO GFRP PLATE <WI STIRRUPS> BONDED TO BEAM 15 
BEAM UU1ENS1LINS AR£ ·5. i:1:, LNCt1t:::) WIL>E Bl' 12.15 INCHES DEEP 
CONCRETE STRENGTH IS 7083. PSI 
YIELD POINT OF STEEL IS 60.l KSI 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL IS u.40 INCHES•2 
DEPTH TO TENSION STEEL IS 9.91J INCHES 
EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT MODULUS IS 1700. KSI 
MAXIMUM STRESS <YIELD OR FRACTURE) IS 23.33 KSI 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATE IS l.1~ 1NLH£~•1 
MOMENT 
0(-IN> 
32.02 
64.03 
96.04 
128.05 
160.05 
l'j2.06 
224.06 
256.07 
281.22 
LOAD 
< K > 
0.89 
1.78 
2.67 
3.56 
4.45 
5.33 
6.22 
7.11 
7.81 
21j6.79 8.24 
312.68 8.69 
328.87 9.14 
345.30 9.59 
361.97 10.05 
378.83 10.52 
395.87 11.00 
413.06 11.47 
430.36 
447.46 
462.80 
478.22 
491.96 
505.60 
519.08 
528.82 
529.11 
529.24 
529.29 
11. 95 
12.43 
12.86 
13.28 
13.67 
14.04 
14.42' 
14.69 
14.70 
14.70 
14.70 
ULTlltATE LOAD 
~ 
SLOPE, 
<DEG) 
0.06 
0.12 
0.18 
0.24 
0.30 
0.36 
0.42 
0.48 
0.55 
0.65 
0.75 
0.86 
0.96 
1. 07 
1. 19 
1. 30 
1.42 
1. 53 
1.65 
1. 76 
1. 87 
1.97 
2.06 
2.16 
2.26 
2.40 
2.53 
2.66 
DEFL. CONCR. 
<IN>. STRAIN 
0.03 0.0001 
0.06 0.'0002 
0.10 0.0003 
0.13 0.0004 
0.16 0.0005 
0.19 tJ.0006 
0.2J 0.0007 
0.26 0.0008 
0.30 0.0009 
0. J:> U. OUlO 
0.41 0.0011 
0.47 (J.C,012 
0.53 0.0013 
0.59 0.0014 
0.65 0.0015 
0.71 0.0016 
0.78 0.0017 
0.84 0.0018 
0.91 0.0019 
0.97 0.0020 
1.03 0.0021 
1.08 0.0022 
1.14 0.0023 
1.19 0.0024 
1.24 0.0025 
1. 32 o. 0026 
1.39 0.0027 
1.47 0.0028 
N.A. CURVATURE 
(IN> <MAX-RADl 
2.90 0.3444E-04 
2.90 0.6888£-04 
2.90 0.1033£-03 
2.90 U,l.J77£-tjj 
2.90 0.1721E-03 
2..90 0.2066£-03 
2.90 0.2410E-03 
2.90 0.2754E-03 
2.82 0.3195E-03 
2.64 0.3790E-03 
2.50 Q.4407£-03 
2.38 0.5041E-03 
2.29 0.5689E-03 
2.20 0.6350£-03 
2.14 0.7020£-03 
2.08 0.7700E-03 
2.03 0.8387E-03 
1.98 0.9079E-03 
1. 95 O·. 9768E-03 
1.92 0.1041E-02 
1.90 O.llOSE-02 
1.89 0.1164£-02 
1.88 0.1222£-02 
1.87 0.1280£-02 
1.87 0.1340£-02 
1.83 0.1422E-02 
1.80 0.1501£-02 
1.77 0.1579£-02 
TOP FIBER COltPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00280 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.04 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 26.46 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00Y. OF YIELD 
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96• HERCULES 0-90 CFR.P PLATE BONDED TO BEAii t6 
BEAPI :J!!1£HS1UH:l ARE b.'JU Ut 1_l1E:. #.1...J~ bt' !,..;. l 1...: LN~t'if~ uEC:f 
~JNCRETE STRENGTH I~ 73~5. PSI 
:li~: FOiNT Of ~T£EL r~ ou.~ ~:.l 
A~£A QF TENSION STEEL !5 0.4G lN~HES•2 
UE~TH TO TEH~IOH STEEL IS ~. ~~5 :NCHES 
EXTERNA~ ~EINFO~CENEHT ~ODULU~ rs 17100. KSI 
~AXI~Uft STRESS <YIELD OR FRACTURE, IS i16.~G ~SI 
AREA GF EXTERNA~ PL~TE I~ u. JW i~Cn£~•: 
i • 
~u~ENT LOAD SLOPE .DEFL. CONCR. 
<K-IH> 
38.67 
77.33 
115.99 
154.6~ 
193.31 
231.98 
270.64 
309.30 
347.97 
382.47 
410.09 
437.95 
466.03 
~ K J 
1. 05 
2.09 
3.13 
4. 18 
5.22 
6.27 
7.31 
8.36 
9.40 
10.34 
11.08 
11.84 
12.60 
494.28 13.36 
522.67 14.13 
551. L/ 
579.78 
608.48 
637.25 
662.55 
687.71 
710.66 
732.64 
754.62 
774.20 
793.05 
810.24 
826.99 
841.39 
854.16 
866.77 
879.21 
890.94 
899.42 
907.66 
915.67 
923.48 
14.90 
15.67 
16.45 
17.22 
17.91 
18.59 
19.21 
19.80 
20.40 
20.92 
21.43 
21.90 
22.3~ 
22.74 
23.09 
23.43 
23.76 
24.08 
24.31 
24.53 
24.75 
24.96 
ULTIIIATE LOAD 
<DEG, 
0.06 
0.11 
0.17 
0.22 
0.28 
0.33 
0.39 
0.45 
0.50 
0.57 
0.64 
0.72 
0.80 
0.89 
0.97 
l. (.)~ 
1. 13 
1. 22 
1. 30 
1. 38 
1.45 
1. ~2 
1.59 
1. 66 
1.73 
1.79 
1. a~ 
l. 91 
1. 97 
2.02 
2.07 
2.12 
2.16 
2.20 
2.25 
2.29 
2.32 
(!N1 STRAIN 
0.03 0.0001 
0.06 0.0002 
0.09 0.0003 
o. 12 u.0004 
0.16 J.0005 
o. 19 0.0006 
0.22 0.0007 
0.25 0.0008 
0.28 0.0009 
0.32 0.0010 
0.36 0.0011 
0.40 0.0012 
0.45 0.0013 
0.50 0.0014 
0.54 0.0015 
0.59 tJ.0016 
0.63 0.0017 
0.68 0.0018 
0.73 0.0019 
0.77 0.0020 
0.81 0.0021 
0.85 0.0022 
0.89 0.0023 
0.93 0.0024 
0.97 0.0025 
1. oo o. 0026 
1.04 0.0027 
1.07 0.0028 
1. 10 o. 0029 
1.13 0.0030 
1.16 0.0031 
1.18 0.0032 
1.21 0.0033 
1.23 0.0034 
1.26 0.0035 
1.28 0.0036 
L 30 o. 0037 
N.A. CURVATU~E 
t I H > 
3.13 
3. 13 
3.13 
j. 1.:-:, 
3.13 
J. 13 
3. 13 
3. 13 
3.13 
j.(J~ 
2.97 
2.88 
2.80 
2.74 
2.68 
2.64 
2.60 
2.56 
2.53 
2.51 
2.50 
2.49 
2.49 
2.49 
2.50 
2.51 
2.52 
2.53 
2.55 
2.57 
2.59 
2.62 
2.64 
2.67 
2.69 
2.72 
2.75 
(f1AX-RAD1 
0.3195£-(.)4 
0.6388£-04 
0.9581£-04 
u. 1.;;7dE-uJ 
0.1597E-03 
0. 1916£-03 
0.2236E-u3 
0.2:555£-03 
0.2874£-03 
u.3244£-UJ 
0.3704£-03 
0.4169£-03 
0.4639£-03 
0.5113£-03 
0.5589E-03 
O.b068E-03 
0.6548£-0~ 
0.7031£-03 
0.7514£-03 
0.7959£-03 
0.8401£-03 
0.8818£-03 
0.9223£-03 
0.9627£-03 
0.1000£-02 
0.1037£-02 
0.1071£-02 
0.1106£-02 
0.1137£-02 
0.1166£-02 
0.1195£-02 
0.1224E-02 
0.12~2£-02 
0.1275£-02 
O.liflE-02 
0.1322£-02 
0.1345£-02 
TOP FIBER COIIPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00370 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL 15 24.:4 K!PS, ~HICH IS 100.00t Of YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 64.80 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.001 Of YI£L0 
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3/16~ !NCO GFRP PLATE ,BO', BONDED TO BEAM 17 
BEAM DIMENSIONS ARE S.70.INCHES ~IDE BY !2.10 INCHES DEEP 
CONCRETE 3TRENGTH IS 5964. FSI 
YIELD POINT OF STEEL IS 60.8 KSI 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL IS ~.~j iN(~ES•~ 
0£PTh fO TENSION STEEL IS ~.~~~ :N~HES 
EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT MODLLUS :~ 170C. hSI 
MAXIMUM STfiESS (YIELD OR FRAC7L2i 1 IS 2~.jj ~Sl 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATE IS l.lj !NCHES•2 
MOMENT 
(l\-!N; 
28.68 
57 . .34 
d6. 01 
114.67 
143.33 
17 i - -I ·.:. • '.j LJ 
200·. ti? 
229.33 
258.00 
280.58 
294.75 
309. 17 
323.84 
338.71 
353.76 
368.98 
384.36 
399.58 
413.17 
426.80 
438.80 
450.88 
462.44 
473.G7 
483.72 
493.78 
502.44 
510.93 
518.82 
LOAD SLOPE 
'K > 
o.eo 
1.59 
'") -9 
~·j 
3.19 
'3. 98 
4.78 
5.5'/ 
6.37 
7.17 
7.79 
8.19 
8.59 
':J. 00. 
9.41 
9.83 
10.25 
10.68 
11. 10 
11.48 
11.86 
12.19 
12.52 
12.85 
13.14 
13.44 
13.72 
13.96 
14.19 
14.41 
(DEG> 
(J. tJ6 
0.11 
0.17 
0.22 
a. 20 
0.34 
0-•. J':1 
0.45 
0.50 
0.57 
0.66 
0.76 
0.86 
0.96 
1.06 
1.16 
1. 27 
1. 38 
1.47 
1.57 
1.66 
1.75 
1.84 
1.93 
2.01 
2.09 
2.16 
2.24 
2.30 
DEFL. 
< IN i 
G. CJJ 
0.06 
Q.09 
0. 1:: 
0.15 
0. 18 
0 . .'. l 
0.24 
0.27 
0.31 
0.36 
0.41 
0.47 
0.52 
0.58 
0.64 
0.70 
0.76 
0.81 
0.86 
0.91 
0.96 
1.01 
1.06 
1.10 
1.15 
CGNCfi. 
STRAIN 
LJ. 1j(j(J .!. 
u.UOC,2 
0. (J(j,jj 
G.0004 
0.0005 
0. 1jtJQ6 
·J. 0UO / 
0.0008 
0.0009 
0.0010 
0.0011 
0.001:: 
0.001] 
0. 0014. 
0.0015 
0.0016 
o. 0011 
0.0018 
0.0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0.0022 
0.0023 
0.0024 
0.0025 
0.0026 
1.19 0.0027 
1. 23 0. 0028 
L 27 0. 0029 
N. A. 
t IN l 
j. U":1 
3.09 
3.09 
J. 0'3 
3.09 
3.09 
j.0~ 
3.09 
3.09 
3.01 
2.84 
2.70 
2.58 
2.48 
2.40 
2.33 
2.27 
2.21 
2.18 
2. 15 
2.13 
2.12 
2.11 
2. 11 
2.10 
2.10 
2.11 
2.12 
2.13 
CURVATURE 
(MAX-RADJ 
U • J 2 ..: .J f:. - ._. 4 
0.6464£-04 
u.9696£-04 
0.1293E-03 
o. 1616E-03 
0.1939£-03 
0.2262E-OJ 
0.2585£-03 
0.2908£-03 
0.3322E-03 
0.3878£-03 
0.4451£-03 
0.5040£-03 
0.5642£-03 
0.6254£-03 
0.6876f;-03 
0.7505£-03 
o. 8.133£-03 
0.8717£-03 
o .. 9302E-03 
o .. 9838E-03 
0.1038£-02 
0.1090E-02 
0.1139£-0:L 
0.1189E-02 
0.1236E-02 
0.1279E-02 
0.1322E-02 
0.1362£-02 
518.92 14.41 2.40 1.32 G.UUjU 2. 11 U.1422£-02 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
TOP FIBER CONPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00300 
• 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.32 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 26.25 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
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70• 3M SP-1002 GFRP PL~TE (WI STIRRUPS> BONDED TO BEAN 18 
BEAN Dl!1£HSI0N5 ARE 5. 75· INCHE5 wl:iE BY 1:. 00 INC.HES u£EP 
CONCRETE STRENGTH IS 6770. PS! 
YIELD POINT OF STEEL IS 52.5 ~SI 
AREA GF TENSION STEEL IS 0.40 I~CHES•l 
DEPTH TO TENSION STEEL rs 9.e~5 INCHES 
EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT MODULUS IS 4400. KSI 
MAXIMUM STRESS <YIELD OR FRACTURE) IS 85.6u KSI 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATE IS 0.76 INCHES•2 
MOMENT 
<K-IN> 
32.38 
64.i5 
97.11 
1..;9. 48 
lbl.8:i 
194.21 
226.58 
258.95 
291.32 
323.69 
344.13 
364.40 
384.91 
405.62 
426.52 
447.56 
468.72 
490.00 
510.17 
528.85 
546.99 
563.39 
579.79 
595.24 
609,59 
623.43 
636.45 
b41.90 
658.56 
LOAD ~LUPt DEFL. LUNL~. 
UU <DEG, <IN> STRAIN 
o.~o 0.06 O.OJ O.uOOl 
1.80 0.11 0.06 0.0002 
2.70 u.17 0.09 O.OOOJ 
3.60 0.23 o. 12 0.0004 
4.~u 
5.39 
6.29 
7.19 
8.09 
8.99 
9.56 
10.12 
10. 69. 
11.27 
11.85 
12.43 
13.02 
13.61 
14. 17 
14.69 
15.19 
15.65 
16.11 
16.53 
16.93 
17.32 
17.68 
18.00 
18.29 
u . .2d 
0.34 
0.40 
0.45 
0.51 
0.57 
0.65 
0.73 
0.82 
0.91 
1.00 
1.09 
1.18 
l. 27 
l. 36 
1.45 
1.53 
1.61 
1.69 
1.76 
1.83 
1. 90 
1.97 
2.03 
2.09 
U.l:i 0.0005 
O. 18 0.0006 
0.21 0.0007 
0.24 0.0008 
0.27 0.0009 
0.30 0.0010 
0.35 0.0011 
0.39 0.0012 
0.44 0.0013 
0.49 0.0014 
0.54 0.0015 
0.59 0.0016 
0.64 0.0017 
0.69 0.0018 
0.74 0.0019 
0.78 0.0020 
0.83 0.0021 
0.87 0.0022 
0.91 0.0023 
0.95 0.0024 
0.99 0.0025 
1. 03 o. 0026 
1. 07 0. 0027 
1.10 0.0028 
1.13 0.0029 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
YIELD AT END OF PLATE 
N. A. CUkVATURE 
<IN) (t1AX-RAD1 
J. 12 0.3205£-04 
J.12 0.6408£-04 
3.12 0.9611£-04 
3.12 0.1281E-03 
J.12 0.1602E-03 
3.12 
- 1 'i J. ~ 
3. l2 
3.12 
J.12 
2.98 
2.86 
2.76 
2.68 
2.61 
0.1922£-03 
0.2243£-03 
0.2563£-03 
0.2883E-03 
0.3204£-03 
0.3692E-03 
0.4198E-03 
0.4711£-03 
0.5232E-03 
0.5758E-03 
2.54 0.6289£-03 
2.49 0.6824E-03 
2.44 0.7362£-03 
2.41 0.7883E-03 
2.39 0.8378£-03 
2.37 0.8863£-03 
2.36 0.9317E-03 
2.35 0.9771£-03 
2.35 0.1021£-02 
2.35 0.1062£-02 
2.36 0.1103£-02 
2.36 0.1142£-02 
2.38 0.1178£-02 
2.39 O.l212E-02 
TOP FIBER conPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00290 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 25.00 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 38.99 KIPS, WHICH IS 60.26X OF YIELD 
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~6-~ H£RCUL£S 0-6U CFRP .PLATE BONDED TO BEA~ 19 
BEAM DIMEHSlONS ARE 6.15 INCHES WIDE tt l~.00 iN~hiS DEEP 
C~N~RE7E STRENGTH IS 6718. ~Sl 
YIELD ~OINT OF STEEL IS 60.8 ~~~ 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL IS 0.40 INC~ES•: 
DEPTH TO TENSION STEEL IS 9.r:,25 :NSH~S 
EXTE~NAL REINFORCEMENT MODULU~ I~ 7~00. 
l1AXlI1Ul1 STfiESS (YIELD Ort f'riA:_:J~:.· ~..; r:i:. -··~: 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLAT~ IS ~-~C I~CHES•2 
MOMENT 
\K-IN> 
. 
3:2. 12 
-4 ·,4 b ... 
,::. - 3i.;, 
... b. -
, "',8. 4-: 
...... . ' 
, ,4 a·-·, 
....... • u 
- 56 .:i -, L. • .., .. 
~86. :J 
JCS. l 'j 
- ' 4-, J..:...:.. .' 
j4CJ. ,_J 
357.e4 
~75. S7 
J':j4. !J'j 
412.47 
44S.Sl 
467.22 
483.159 
4 :1':I. 61 
514.14 
524.40 
524.91 
525.25 
525. 57 
s.:S.72 
LOAD 
< K ) 
0.87 
1.74 
...., 6 -
.... . lj 
J.47 
4.34 
C -, 1 
_;. '-
S. 08 
I 
6.94 
7.79 
8.25 
8. 72 
9. 19 
9.67 
lQ. 16 
10. 6::i 
11. 15 
11. 65 
12. 15 
12.63 
13.07 
13.50 
13.90 
14. 17 
14.19 
14.20 
14.20 
14.21 
~LTIMATE LOAD 
SLOPE 
(DEG) 
0.06 
0.12 
0.18 
0.24 
O.JO 
0.36 
0.42 
0.48 
u. 54 
u.b3 
0.7] 
0.83 
0.93 
1. 03 
l. 14 
1. 25 
1. J6 
L 47 
1. 57 
1. 67 
l. 77 
l. 87 
1. 97 
2.11 
2.24 
2.38 
2.51 
DEF' L. 
c IN i 
O.OJ 
0.07 
U • l 1j 
0.13 
u. 1-
0.20 
,]. 2J 
0.26 
0. _;U 
0.35 
C. 41 
0.46 
o.s: 
o.5a 
0.64 
0. 70 
0.76 
0.83 
0.89 
0.94 
1.00 
1.05 
1. 11 
.1. 19 
1.26 
1.34 
1.42 
. --r- T ll 
::i • KA~ ;1 
8. CCC:l 
0.0002 
.~, ,·,._;-C14 
._. -. 
u. !~·(·•j5 
J.u006 
CJ. 0008 
· l I I' 'I '-' 
~-----~ 
·j. 0,J 1 o 
u . .JU 11 
,-, .. -., ,-, 1 -) 
u•'--' .,_, 
O.ClOlJ 
o.~014 
:_'. 0()15 
O.C,016 
0.0017 
0.0018 
0.0019 
tJ.0020 
0. ()021 
0.0022 
0.0023 
0.0024 
0.0025 
0.0026 
0.0027 
N. A • 
( 1 N 1 
2.94 
2. ·34 
.::. 94 
2.94 
.2. :14 
2.94 
2.94 
.2.94 
::. . :j j 
2. 75 
::. . 61 
2.50 
2.40 
2.26 
2.20 
2. 15 
2. 10 
2.07 
2.05 
2.03 
2.02 
2.00 
L 95 
1. 91 
1 .• 87 
1. 84 
CURVAT'JRE 
(MAX-RADl 
0.340j£-04 
0.6806E-04 
• ' , 1 ' -, 1 E - u j 
.._, .. _. ..
0. 1361£-03 
0. 1701£-,j] 
0.2042£-03 
0.2382E-03 
0.2722E-03 
U. jU/3£-03 
0.3634E-Q3 
Q.4213£-03 
0.4806£-03 
0.5411£-03 
0.6027£-03 
0.6650E-03 
o. 7281£-03 
0. 7917£-03 
0.8558£-03 
0.9176£-03 
0.9766£-03 
o. 1034E.-02 
o. 1088E-02 
0.1152E-02 
0.1232E-02 
0.1312£-02 
o. 1392£-02 
0.1471£-02 
TCJP FIBER COt1PR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS . 00270 , 
FORCE IM TENSION STEEL IS 24.32 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 26.70 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
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3/16• IftCO PLATE BONDED TO BEAM 110 
BEAM DlftENSIONS ARE 6.25 INCHES WIDE BY 12.05 INCHES DEEP 
CONCRETE STRENGTH IS 5979. PSI 
YIELD POINT UF STEEL IS 60.6 KSI 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL IS 0.40 INCHES•2 
DEPTH TO TENSION STEEL IS 9.875 INCHES 
EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT MODULUS IS 1700. KSI 
MAXIMUft STRESS <YIELD OR FRACTURE) IS 23.33 KSI 
. 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLAT; IS 1.12 INCHES•2 
MOftENT LOAD SLOPE DEFL. CONCR. 
(K-IN> 
30.40 
60.79 
91.18 
121.57 
151.96 
182.Jb 
212.75 
243.14 
273.53 
288.76 
303.61 
318.73 
334.10 
349.71 
365.49 
381.44 
397.55 
413.53 
427.79 
442.12 
454.77 
467.46 
479.64 
490.84 
502.05 
512.66 
519.49 
519.50 
< K > 
0.84 
1. 69 
2.53 
3.38 
4.22 
5.07 
5.91 
6.75 
7.60 
8.02 
8.43 
8.85 
9.28 
9.71 
10.15 
10.60 
11.04 
11.49 
11.88 
12.28 
12.63 
12.98 
13.32 
13.63 
13.95 
14.24 
14.43 
14.43 
ULTiftATE LOAD 
<DEG> 
0.06 
0.12 
0.17 
0.23 
0.29 
0.35 
0.41 
0.47 
0.52 
0.62 
0.71 
0.81 
0.92 
1.03 
1.13 
1.24 
1.36 
1.47 
1.57 
1.68 
1.77 
1.87 
1.96 
2.05 
2.14 
2.22 
2.31 
2.42 
(IN> STRAIN 
0.03 0.0001 
0.06 0.0002 
0.09 0.0003 
0.13 0.0004 
0.16 0.0005 
0.19 0.0006 
0.22 0.0007 
0.25 0.0008 
0.28 0.0009 
0.33 0.0010 
0.39 0.0011 
0.45 0.0012 
0.50 0.0013 
0.56 0.0014 
0.62 0.0015 
0.68 0.0016 
0.75 0.0017 
0.81 0.0018 
0.86 0.0019 
0.92 0.0020 
0.97 0.0021 
1.03 0.0022 
1.08 0.0023 
1.13 0.0024 
1.18 0.0025 
1.22 0.0026 
1.27 0.0027 
1.33 0.0028 
N.A. CURVATURE 
( IN> ( MAX -RAD> 
2.97 0.3362E-04 
2.98 0.6721£-04 
2.98 0.1008£-03 
2.98 0.1344E-03 
2.98 0.1680E-03 
2.98 0.2016E-03 
2.98 0.2352£-03 
2.98 0.2689E-03 
2.98 0.3025E-03 
2.79 0.3586£-03 
2.63 0.4179E-03 
2.51 0.4790E-03 
2.40 0.5416E-03 
2.31 0.6056E-03 
2.24 0.6706E-03 
2.17 0.7364E-03 
2.12 0.8031£-03 
2.07 0.8697£-03 
2.04 0.9314£-03 
2.01 0.9933£-03 
2.00 0.1050E-02 
1.99 0.1107E-02 
1.98 0.1162£-02 
1.98 0.1214£-02 
1.97 0.1266E-02 
1.97 0.1317E-02 
1.97 0.1368E-02 
1.95 0.1436£-02 
TOP FIBER COMPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00280 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.32 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 26.03 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
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STANDARD RE!NFORCED CONCRETE BEAM.Ill 
BEAM ~·!MENSlu?~::i A~!:: :; . ...:"..J ~~·-:it..: w ;.~·t. ~ r : ... ,_: .:.~L:1::-.:.. _1t.t.~ 
••• - ,: • - i:, C"T'" ·= "T' 0 '"N. ~,. H ;, __ ... ,. c;_, -_,- • • ..... ·-- •• 
._,._,,,_,.,~, ... ~, n~. w,. •-' 
.. _,-i-~lr .. · -.:.~i:~·: 
'~--- . .., •• , ·~· ..,;1.;..__ ·- - r......i • - ' 1 - . -
...l -··- ···-·· 
r,t.~.::,-r ..... · .... ,_-. 'T',...N.- .. ,.... . ·rE--· r 
..... ' t. ~ .!. -- ~1 = . ::. ~ ~ =., 
79.97 
lC5.63 
1 ·1-· 2u 
... ... .J. u 
15 - c.-~ • .., J 
lbb. j"j 
"'), -, "j'7 
._ • ._."-I 
'ii 4 ~1 
'- • • I 
216.~6 
~19.59 
220.72 
--;1 -a 1. ... • b 
')")J "">5 
.... .... . .... 
223.90 
224.41 
224. 75 
225.41 
225.54 
225.64 
225. 74 
k' \ .. ) 
0. ·74 
I 4 . 
... . d 
:: .. 96 
- ..,0 J. ' 
4.44 
s. ~e 
5.90 
- q.c. :J • ...., 0 
6. Cl2 
6.06 
6.10 
6.13 
6.16 
6.18 
6.20 
6.22 
. "")3 b ... 
. ,4 b ... 
6.25 
6.26 
6.26 
6.27 
6.27 
6.27 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
=, u-pi:- o.:c:-; 
-J... ... ......... 
, r,i:'G' , 
'...,.... ,I 
1). r_;t, 
u. 18 
0. ::s 
0.31 
0.37 
u.4~ 
0.50 
o.s~ 
0.77 
0.94 
l ~ 11 
1. 31 
1.52 
1.74 
l. 98 
2.24 
2.50 
2.76 
3.02 
3.28 
3.54 
3.80 
4.06 
4.32 
• L'. '.J..J 
0.u7 
. ' 1,·, 
.., . ... 
0.1: 
C.17 
- '0 u._ 
'J. ~j 
r. ""') '7 u ... , 
0.34 
0.42 
0.51 
• - l u. b .. 
o. 71 
0.83 
0.95 
1. 08 
1. 22 
L j6 
1.50 
1.64 
1. 78 
1. 93 
2.07 
2.21 
2.35 
u .. ..,:,_·...: l 
C;. C;C,!jj 
CJ. :j!.JCJ 4 
Q.0005 
0.0006 
0.ouu7 
u.OOC8 
0.0G09 
O.OO!C 
0.0011 
O.OC:12 
0.0013 
0.0014 
0.0015 
0.0016 
0.0017 
'J. 001'8 
0.0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0.0022 
0.0023 
O.OU24 
0.0025 
N. A. 
<IN i 
I • '-< 
.... • I •' 
') ..... c:. 
... I~ 
:. 7 j 
") 7Q 
... . ., 
2.79 
2.79 
2.79 
2.78 
2.47 
2.02 
1.85 
1.71 
1. 59 
1.48 
1.39 
1. 31 
1. 19 
1. 14 
1. 10 
1.07 
1.04 
1. 02 
1.00 
TOP FIBER COMPR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00250 
:_ LJ h 'i A 1 U f,: :: 
( "'A'' QA( I •. , ,\ - • ~ 4.,,' I 
0 . 7 1 S 8 E - ·,j 4 
U. ·, u·· '; c.;, ,:- - 'J. 1 • • i -'A.. . -
0.1433£-0J 
o. 1791£-0'3 
0.2150£-0J 
0.2508£-Qj 
0.2881£-0,j 
0.3646£-03 
0.4502£-03 
0.5446£-03 
0.6482£-03 
0.7607E-03 
0.8822£-03 
O.lOlJE-02 
0.1152£-02 
0.1301£-02 
u. 14:i3c.-u~ 
0.1603£-02 
0.1757E-0L 
0.1'306E-u2 
0.2060£-02 
0.2210£-02 
u . ..'. j j "j £ - '.J .2 
0.2512£-02 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 23.50 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
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DUPONT KEVLAR PLATE BONDED TO BEAM 112 (W/ STIRRUPS) 
BEAM DinENSIONS ARE 5.9o· INCHES WIDE BY 12.05 INCHES DEEP 
CONCkETE STRENGTH 1~ b7U3. PSI 
YIELD POINT OF STEEL IS 60.9 KSI 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL IS u.40 1NCH£S•2 
DEPTH TO TENSION STEEL IS 9.875 INCHES 
EXTERNAL REINFORCEMENT MODULUS IS 10500. KSI 
NAXINUN STRESS <YIELD OR rRACTURE> IS 170.00 KSI 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLAT! IS 1.51 INCHES•2 
MOMENT LOAD SLOPE DEFL. CONCR. 
<K-IN> <K> <DEG> <IN> STRAIN 
46.68 1.30 0.05 0.02 0.0001 
93.34 2.59 0.09 0.05 0.0002 
140.01 3.89 0.14 0.07 0.0003 
186.68 5.19 0.18 0.09 0.0004 
233.34 6.48 0.23 0.12 0.0005 
280.00 7.78 0.27 0.14 0.0006 
326.66 9.07 0.32 0.16 0.0007 
373.33 10.37 0.37 0.19 0.0008 
419.99 11.67 0.41 0.21 0.0009 
466.66 12.96 0.46 0.23 0.0010 
513.33 14.26 0.50 0.25 0.0011 
559.99 15.56 0.55 0.28 0.0012 
606.66 16.85 0.60 0.30 0.0013 
653.32 18.15 0.64 0.32 0.0014 
699.99 19.44 0.69 0.35 0.0015 
ULTIMATE LOAD 
YIELD AT END OF PLATE 
N. A. CURVATURE 
<IN> <MAX-RAD> 
4.15 0.2409E-04 
4.15 0.4818E-04 
4.15 0.7227E-04 
4.15 0.9635E-04 
4. 15 0. Li04E-Uj 
4.15 o. 1445E-03 
4.15 0.1686E-03 
4.15 0.1927E-03 
4.15 0.2168E-03 
4.15 0.2409E-03 
4.15 0.2650E-03 
4.15 0.2890E-03 
4.15 0.3131E-03 
4.15 0.3372E-03 
4.15 0.3613E-03 
TOP FIBER CO"PR. CONCRETE STRAIN IS .00150 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 23.99 KIPS, WHICH IS 98.47Y. OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 46.04 KIPS, WHICH IS 17.90X OF YIELD 
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80~ MAPCO 0-90 CF-GFRP HYBRID PLATE BONDE~ Ta SEAM 113 
BEAM DIMENSIONS ARE 6.00 ·INCHES ~!DE BY 1~. lC iNCHES 0££~ 
CONCRETE STRENGTH rs 6:48. ?SI 
YIE~D POINT OF STEEL rs 61.9 KSi 
AREA OF TENSION STEEL I5 0.40 !~SHE~•2 
DEFTH TC TENSION STEEL !S 3.3~5 :NCHES 
EXTERNAL REINFQRCE~ENT MODUL~5 :~ ~coc. i3: 
MAXIMUM STRESS tYIELD OR fRALT~RE: 13 4e.~~ 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATE I~ O.~~ !NCHES•2 
·~ :_: r• ._, ~ . 
•. : ,.:.: I 
.. _, 
~UMt::NT 
(K-!N) 
33.28 
56.57 
99.85 
LUAlJ 
l K > 
=iLUP::. 
~ [1£G 1 
L' £r L. 
<lNi . ~'j' .rl - . ::i,1:AJ.N ( i N > '. !1 A X - R AD i 
133.13 
lt>b. 4.2 
199.70 
232.98 
266.26 
299.55 
332.83 
356.49 
378.33 
400.41 
422.67 
445. 11 
467.69 
490.38 
513. 18 
533.40 
553.37 
571.44 
588.89 
606.26 
621.53 
636.77 
651.20 
564.ll 
b7b.04 
I 
587.16 
697.78 
708.30 
708.63 
1. S5 
- 7.., 
~- I I 
3. 70 
i.62 
s.·:ss 
- 47 b. ' 
7.40 
8.32 
9.25 
9.90 
10.51 
11. 12 
11. 74 
12.36 
-12.99 
13.52 
14.26 
14.82 
15.37 
15.87 
16.36 
16.84 
17.26 
17.69 
18.09 
18.45 
18.78 
19.09 
19.38 
19.67 
19.68 
ULTif1ATE LOAD 
CJ.C::: 
,.-., 1 , 
.... . ... 
0. 16 
10 j-, 
. --
0.33 
0. ]8 
0.43 
0.49 
0.54 
0 - 'j • b .. 
0 •. 7C 
0.78 
0.86 
0.95 
, 01 
... • >J 
1. 12 
1.20 
1. 28 
l. 36 
1.44 
1. 51 
1. 58 
1.65 
1.71 
1.78 
1. 84 
1.89 
1.95 
2.00 
2.05 
2.13 
; 
L) , ·, -. 
• \.I-· 
Li.Ob 
0. 'J'3 
1J. 12 
u.15 
0. 1.s 
0.20 
0.23 
0.26 
0.33 
0. 38 
0.42 
o. 47 
0.51 
0.56 
0.61 
0.65 
0.70 
0,74 
0.78 
o.~2 
0.86 
0.90' 
0.93 
0.97 
1.00 
1. 03 
1. 06 
1.09 
1.12 
1.16 
u. :..·uul 
Q.0003 
Cl. 0004 
o. ,jQ(.'5 
u.0007 
0.)008 
0.0009 
0.0010 
0.0011 
0.0012 
0.0013 
0.0014 
0.0015 
0. 1JO 16 
0.0017 
0.0018 
0.0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0.UCJ:2~ 
0.0023 
0.0024 
0.0025 
0.0026 
0.0027 
0.0028 
0.0029 
0.0030 
0.0031 
0.0032 
3.20 
j.20 
3.20 
J. 2·J 
j. 2J 
j.20 
~ ~·o 
-' ..... 
3.20 
3.20 
3.09 
- c:i7 
.:. . -' 
.:::. 87 
2.79 
..., 7 'i 
.... . .... 
..:. • t;jb 
2.61 
') - -
.... :Jb 
2.54 
2.51 
2.50 
.:. . Su 
2.49 
2.49 
2.50 
2.50 
2.51 
2. '53 
2.54 
2.56 
2.58 
2.57 
TOP FIBER COf1PR. CONCRETE ST~AIN IS .00320 
G.=,24.2£-04 
:J. 93b.2£-04 
0. L248E-C3 
1). 1560£-0.J 
: . .t.1d72£-uj 
tJ.2185£-03 
0.2497E-03 
0.2809£-03 
0.3121£-03 
0.3563E-03 
0.4042£-03 
0.4527£-03 
0.5018E-03 
0.5514E-03 
u.6ul4E-u..:J 
0.6517£-03 
0.7023E-OJ 
0.7490£-03 
0.7955£-03 
0.8390£-03 
U. etHSE-U3 
0.923<jE-03 
0.9627E-03 
0.1002E-02 
0.1039E-02 
0.1074£-02 
0.1108E-02 
0.1140E-02 
0.1171E-02 
0.1202E-02 
0.1247E-02 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.76 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00Y. OF YIELD 
FORCE IM ER IS 43.66 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00% OF YIELD 
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DOUBLE 3116• Il'1CO GFRP. PLATES BONDED TO BEA!'! 114 <WI 6" STIRRUPSi 
SEAM D!~ENSIONS ARE 
CSNCRETE STRENGTH rs 
:; • .:. i:..,. r_ .'.i -- ·.~ :: _: ·IJ - , . :· :.., I - - ~ I • '"' .;- :: .. ~ ;;, :-~ 
-JV I --- - --• -- •• -••--- _·:.,.._. 
•,·-c-,r, prirur 1-i:" C'T'c:"C'I 
• __ ..... \J4l1 -'' .., • _ ...... 
-r- ·- ~ ··--
'- -·'-' --
.. _, _._.. - ··--
AREA •JF TENSION STEEL I·~ -· ,_ :~,-~~::S•~ 
DE ,. °'!' U "T' 11 .,.. C' Us ~ .-, U CT Et° ; ; C .:. .:.., "'.' C: .,. \I :· :J t.- ·= r .... ,.J .... ~,_._.., -'• ...... •--' -··- - _.,.., •• -
;'XTC"- ~'A' RETNC-,-RCE"'ENT ,,.,...,~: 11 , ,.- • - • -:,··.'" KC'! 
... , ..... :t.1 ..... :-1. ;-, r1~l.J,.-.,.-'=· _ _, .. ,.-U. -'• 
"'AVTM'U"' .::rREsc · YIELr-i oP. c:'C;A,··-,,- t:'. re -,3 ·1 • 
•. ,. .\ .J. • 1 -- - ~ ..,, 6 • • • - I ..; !"t - I • _; ... • - _, KSI 
AREA CF EXTERNAL PLATt !: :.:; :NC~E5•2 
. ,.N. 
·.:--.-.1} 
'J4.S4 
. -. ..... - -
• -'•l· - -
• . 1 -~ 
.... _, ..... -
277.11 
311.75 
-:i,i·- 09 
-', J. 
365. '3d 
339. 14 
,t 1 "" C: -
, ....: • '._i j 
436.11 
459.86 
483. 76 
507.76 
c:.-, 86 
_. •. L .... 
555.58 
576.72 
c:.~, 9'1 
~ - I t -
635.23 
653.53 
669.75 
685.57 
71 .. L '31 
:::6.08 
737.07 
747.95 
758.70 
- 8Q 
...:. • ..I 
- ' -· -· 
i. ~l 
- --: . / / 
7.70 
8.66 
9.53 
10.17 
10.81 
11.46 
12.11 
12.77 
13.44 
14. 10 
14.77 
15.43 
16.02 
16.61 
l~i.13 
17.65 
18.15 
18.60 
19.04 
19.45 
19.83 
20.17 
20.47 
20.78 
21.08 
ULT:MATE LOAD 
•. •. . 
I.) t '._; t, 
., , , 
._., .... 
. -, 
t_i ... , .. 
-·. - .;. 
(). JS' 
'.J. 45 
0.51 
,- 5-
'"'. 
0.65 
0. 7] 
0.8:: 
0.90 
0.99 
l. 08 
1. 17 
1. 25 
1. 34 
1. 42 
1. 50 
1. 58 
1. 65 
1. 73 
1.80 
1. 86 
1. 93 
1. 99 
2.04 
2.10 
2.15 
2.20 
YIELD AT END OF PLATE 
1.:: ... 
~~ I ' .... 
._ .. - -
C:. Ci6 
,2,. ~,'j 
·= 
'-. - -
, I 1 ~ 
-' ... ._.,. 
' -, , 
- . ..._. 
. ") 4 u .... 
'J-. -,7· 
. ... ~ 
I I "'1 I 
'-'. - -
C.4C 
0.44 
0.49 
0.54 
,~ 5..J 
-'. u 
0.63 
0.68 
0.73 
0.77 
0.82 
0.86 
0.90 
0.94 
0.97 
1.01 
1.05 
1.08 
l. 11 
1.14 
1. 17 
1.20 
I ! • ( ~ 
-·· .- -:•,..1 .. 
j. C;CJC:2 
• • ·. i i:;. 
-· --' ....... 
0 .. OOG8 
\J. :.)0!J9 
I • 'I-, , , 
,_; . -'-' -. -
0.0014 
0.0015 
o. 0016 
u.0011 
CL 0018 
0.0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0.0022 
0.0023 
0.0024 
o. 0025 
0.0026 
0. :.:CJ:27 
C. OC'~O 
o. ']031 
0.0032 
~i. A. 
, l N ; 
J. lJ 
3.13 
3.13 
~. 13 
- , 3 j ..... 
j. l: 
]. l ~ 
J.13 
- 13 j ..... 
J. 1j'3 
2.96 
.::. as 
.2.76 
2.68 
2.62 
2.52 
2.48 
2.44 
2.42 
'") ,1 , 
... , ... 
2.40 
2.40 
2.39 
2.40 
2.40 
2.41 
2.43 
2.44 
~.46 
2.48 
i.so 
f~f FIBE& COftPR. CONCRETE ~T2AIN :s .00320 
,~, ,cvA-r' ::. ,... 
.... :J.. • ...... .t;. 
:. !1 AX - RA [, : 
0.3196£-04 
0.639:£-04 
0.9588£-04 
1·1 1 ?7"£-··,-1 
"-ii. .. ... .0 .,J·._J 
u . l 5 9 8 E - 1J J 
0.1918£-03 
0.2237£-03 
0.2557E-03 
0.28i6E-03 
u. j~39£-·.}j 
0.3722E-03 
C.4214£-03 
0.4711£-03 
O. 52f5E-03 
0.5722£-03 
·~
1 
• 6.::. 3 J E - 0 J 
0.6747E-03 
0.7264£-03 
0.7775£-03 
0.8250£-03 
0.8725£-03 
0.9162£-03 
0.9597£-03 
0.1003£-02 
0.1042£-02 
0.1081£-02 
0.1119£-02 
0.1154£-02 
0.1188£-0.2 
0.1219£-02 
0.1250£-02 
0.1281£-02 
FORCE IN TEHSION STEEL IS 24.j2 ~lPS, WHICH IS lOO~COX OF YiiLD 
FORCE IN ER IS 48·. 13 KIPS, wHICH IS SO. 93X OF YIELD 
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ao• MILD STEEL PLATE BONDED TO BEAM llS 
' BEAM DIMENSIONS ARE 5.80 !~CHES WIDE BY 12.!Q !NCHES DEEP 
CONCfiETE STRENGTH IS 6799. PS! 
Y!EL~ POINT OF STEEL IS 60.0 KSI 
AREA .-,;;· Tt::N5lON =,TEEL 1::i :._I. 'i:J J.N·_ ;;~:.•..; 
DEfTH TQ TENSION STEEL IS 9.9~5 !NCHES 
EXTE~NAL REINFORCEMENT MODULU~ !S :9000. 
l'1AXI11Ul1 STRESS <YIELD OR FRACTURE, rs 30.00 KSI 
AREA OF EXTERNAL PLATr IS a.62 INCHES•: 
MONENT 
, ... - T \l I 
\ ,~ •• , I 
47.'3b 
u~ ..::i-J_.. J.J 
143.87 
191.83 
239.79 
") "'0 , -
.... Q •• u 
30b. 26' 
332.69 
35.9 .. 31 
386.07 
412.97 
417.76 
421.2J 
424.21 
426. 79. 
429.05 
431. 04 
432.82 
434.19 
435.15 
435.97 
436.49 
437.00 
437.40 
437.67 
437.87 
437.98 
437.98 
LOAD SLOPE DEFL. 
( K' 
1. jj 
2.66 
4.00 
5. 33 
6.66 
7.78 
8.51 
.9. 24 
9.98 
10.72 
11.47 
11.60 
11.70 
11.78 
11.86 
11.92 
11 .. 97 
12.02 
12.06 
12.09 
12.11 
12.12 
12.14 
12.15 
12.16 
12.16 
12.17 
12.17 
<D£G1 
u.04 
0.08 
0.13 
o. :17 
0.21 
0. -) -• .. b 
0.31 
0.37 
0.43 
0.49 
0.55 
0.65 
0.75 
0.87 
0.99 
1. 12 
1.26 
1.41 
1. 56 
1.71 
1.86 
2.00 
2.16 
2.31 
2.45 
2.60 
2.74 
2.88 
(.IN) 
0.0.2 
0.04 
0.07 
0.09 
0.11 
0.13 
0.17 
0.20 
0.23 
0.26 
0.30 
0.35 
0.41 
0.48 
0.54 
0.62 
0.70 
0.78 
0.87 
0.95 
1.04 
1.12 
1.20 
1.29 
1.37 
1.46 
1.54 
1. 61 
ULTil1ATE LOAD 
CONCR. 
STRAIN 
0.0001 
0.0002 
O.OCJOJ 
0.0004 
0.0005 
0.0006 
0.0007 
0.0008 
0.0009 
0.0010 
0.0011 
0.0012 
0.0013 
0.0014 
0.0015 
0.0016 
0.0017 
0.0018 
0.0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0.0022 
0.0023 
0.0024 
0.0025 
0.0026 
0.0027 
0.0028 
N. A. :~URVATURE 
(IN> (MAX-RAD> 
4.29 0.2329E-04 
4.29 0.4659£-U4 
4.29 o.5987E-04 
4.29 0.9316£-04 
4.29 0.1165£-03 
4. 19 0.1433£-03 
3.94 0. 1775£-03 
3. 77 0. 2123.E-OJ 
3. 6~ o. 24-74E-03 
3.54 0.2829E-03 
3.45 0.3185E-03 
3. 17 0.J782E-03 
2.93 0.4439£-03 
2~72 0.5148£-03 
2-. 54 0. 5910E-03 
' 2.38 0.6724E-03 
2.24 0.7591E-03 
2. 12 0.8510£-03 
2.01 0.9444E-03 
1.93 0.1037E-02 
1.86 0.1131£-02 
1.80 0.1222E-02 
1.75 0.1316E-02 
1.70 0.1410E-02 
1.67 O.lSOOE-02 
1.63 0.1592E-02 
1.61 0.1682E-02 
1.59 0.1766E-02 
TOP FIBER COftPR. CONCRETE STRAIN lS .00280 
FORCE IN TENSION STEEL IS 24.00 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YIELD 
FORCE IN ER IS 18.49 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YlELD 
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70~ 3N SP-1002 GFRP PLATE <WI STIRRUPS> BONDED TO BEAft 116 
. 
BEAN DINEHSICNS ARE 5. 75 INCHES WIDE BY ~2.10 INCHES DEEP 
CONCRETE STRENGTH rs 6~53. PSI 
AREA UF TEH~ICN STEEL IS Q.48 lNCHES•2 
CEPTrl TO TEkSION ~TEEL i~ ~.~25 iNCHES 
EXTERNAL REINF:RCE~ENT MODULUS IS 4400. KSI 
~AXIMUl1 STRESS ~YIELD QR FRACTURE> IS 35.SO XS! 
AREA OF EXTERNAL ?LA1E IS 0.75 INCHES•2 
I1011ENT 
<K-IN, 
33.27 
66.51 
99.77 
133.01 
166.26 
199.51 
232.76 
266.01 
299.26 
325.46 
346. 10 
J67.01 
388.14 
LOAD 
(t\) 
- 9'i u. .. 
l. 85 
2.77 
J.69 
4.62 
5.54 
6.47 
7.39 
8.31 
9.04 
9.61 
10. 19 
10.78 
405.47 11.37 
430.98 11.97 
452.52 1:2.57 
4·74. 39 13.18 
496.26 
517. 46 
536.67 
555.78 
572.66 
se9·. 56 
605.90 
620.69 
635.05 
648.46 
13.79 
14.37 
14.91 
15.44 
15.91 
16.38 
16.83 
17.24 
17.64 
18.01 
ULTINATE LOAD 
SLOPE DEFL. CONCR. 
STRAIN 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0003 
0.0004 
o. 0.00.5 
ti. UGUb 
0.0007 
(DEG> ( l.N: 
o. 06 o. !:J 
0.11 0.06 
o. 17 o .. Q9 
0.2J 0.12 
o.~e 0.15 
tJ.J4 U.l~ 
0.40 0.21 
0.45 
0.51 
0.58 
0. 67 
U.75 
0.84 
0.93 
1.02 
1. 11 
l - I . ~ .. 
1.30 
1.39 
1.47 
1.56 
1.64 
1.72 
1.79 
1.86 
1.94 
2.00 
0.24 0.0008 
Q.27 0.000.9 
0.31 0.0010 
o. 36. o. 0011 
o. 41 o. 0.012 
0.45 0.0013 
0.50 0.0014 
0.55 0.0015 
0.60 0.0016 
0.65 
0.70 
0.75 
0.80 
0.85 
0.89 
0.93 
0.97 
1.01 
1.05 
1.09 
·O. 0017 
0.0018 
·o. 0019 
0.0020 
0.0021 
0 •. 0022 
0.0023 
0.0024 
0.0025 
0.0026 
0.0027 
YIELD AT EJID OF PLATE 
N.A. 
t IN 1 
3. 11 
3. 12 
3. 12 
3.12 
3.12 
J.12 
3.12 
3.12 
3.03 
2.89 
2.78 
2.69 
2.61 
2.54 
2.49 
2.44 
2.39 
2.36 
2.34 
2.32 
2.31 
2.31 
2.31 
2.31 
2.31 
2.32 
TOP FIBER CONPR. COHCRETE STRAlN IS .Uu27u 
CURVATURE 
'. MA,'<- r:Au J 
0.3211E-04 
0. 6 4 2 0 E - iJ 4 
0.9629E-D4 
0.1284£-03 
0.1605E-03 
·j. l '::12 b E - ·J J 
0.2247E-u3 
0.2567£-03 
0.2888£-03 
0.3304£-03 
0.3807£-03 
0.4320E-C3 
0.4841E-OJ 
0.5368£-03 
0.5900£-03 
0.6437E-03 
0.6977£-03 
0.7521E-03 
0.8054£-03 
0.8553£-03 
0.9050£-03 
0.9507£-03 
0.9965£-03 
0.1041E-02 
0.1083E-02 
0.1124E-02 
0.1163E-02 
FORCE IH TEHSION STEEL IS 23.96 KIPS, WHICH IS 100.00X OF YI~LD 
FORCE lN ER IS 38.08 KIPS, WHICH IS 58.85Y. OF YIELD 
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